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fn its communication "scientific and Technical Research in the
Comrnunity : Proposal for the 19BOrs", the Corrmission proposed
ment of a Communitary R&D strategy found.ed in particular on a
framework of Community scientific and technical activities.
lattrnna: n
the develop-
prograllime
It is consequently essential to place within'this framework the Joint
Research Centre's programme which constitutes a large part of the
Communitary effort in this sector
The Broad lines of this JRC programme reorientation were submitted to the
Research Council of 3Oth June 1982 and must be firmed-up in the next
multiannual programme for the 19g4-1987 period. Nevertireless, it rs
opportune to already anticipate the changes, to prepare for them and
where possible to launch them.
On the other hand, the 
'JRC is faced with difficulties in carrying out itspresent progranme which imply immed.iately taking a firm position on the
resources assigned to the Super-SARA project for tight, water reactor sa.fety.
To avoid. that on certain projects (mainly Srrper-SARA) delays accumulate
and tcr ensure on the other harrd that the JRC tackles its next prograrrune
on a healthly basis' the Commission deems that the year 1983 is the mornenL
where a progranme revision must occur.
This progranme foresees apart from a reinforcernent of su.per-sAnA I
a concentration on the basic options of the future prggramme framework I
especially on those concerning the improvement ,cf energ)r resource mat'rag:enenc,
aid to developing countries and the promotion -of. agricultural cornpetition
by means of remote sensing from space. l'hese concentrations of effort
have as their corollary the slowing down, in some cases termination,
of certain activities.
Concerning the Super-SARrt project, the Conxnission has received converging
opinions from unrelated independant expertF,sueh as the Euratom Scientific
and Technical Committee, a Panel of high level- experts presideo over bySir ,John Adams and, the Amer-i-can f irm of engineering consultants, Stone anC
Webster"
These opinions confirrr the objective interest of the prograrurle,
its feasability and the'capacity of rspra tc execute j-t, providei. the
necessary manpo\^ter anC financial- resources would be available, eitirerdirectly or by n'leans of collaboration with s{ember Countries'progrd.nrines
While asking tlre Member Countries for these suppiernentary resources r ;.heCommissionr aware of f-heir concerrr not to see increases in tire numbe::- ol
European officials, has taken care that the envisaged stracegy cloes :rot.
necessarily lead to irreversible increases; it is activeh,r seeking otj,1er
ways and means of attaining . the assigned objectives by h,aving greatrer
recourse to the scientific potential of the Merrber Countries, r-ollowrngthe same idea as tha! guiding the "Stimulation" proposal.
The Ccm.niissi"ln" cor: :; r-ilei S, .fLllrr-: +:lii"s fa.ct., n13t tr: liurden the future
RID st::ategy with an exaEeraled cr-.;lceni::aLior o::, tb.e Super*SAI,:A projecc(uhi-ch, wharever the circumstances, would oi.;l-y niclbl:lise 15 :i; sf the
'fEC staff complei-nerlt: and 5 3 of the Co;nnii-rnii:y R&D voir:".ne) . On che
contrariJ'. iL al;taches the greaeest inpcrtance to all for:nrs of :aobility
, 
wirich wou,l-d all-ow the JRC to flexibty adapt itself to the evolutiarr
in the pr.-,"orihi.es of its actiorrs anri tr: better inte-qrate them withparallel natj,onal actions" 
,
To concJ.ude,
the Proposal
for 1984-8?,
the Comm:f-ssion hopes to recalL that it has souEht in both
for the 198O-i9B-? Programme Rev'ision and in the Guidelines
to maintain a balance between n.uclear and non*nuclear research.
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1 MOTIVATIONS FOR A REVISION IN
MULTIANNUAL RESEARCH PROGRAMME
JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE
TI{E YEAR 1983 OF THE
(1980-1983) 0F THE
().
1' I'IO.i iVATiONS FOR A REVISION IN THE YEAR 1983 OF THE MULTIAI.IN{JAL RISIAI?cj.i
PROCRAl4l'll: (14:40-1983) 0F 'iHI J0INT RESEARCiI CEi:Til:
1'1. The Joini Itesearch Centre is *t present execui'ing the FlultiannuaL
Resea rch Programmc (1980-1983) whi ch was f i.xeci by the Counci L on
13 March 1980 (0.J. 7?t11)-.
In accordance wilh the
'inouId, in 1982, submit
r*peaLing the Last yearit by the ii;"st year of
1.2. The Coiirnission, on rhe contrary/ proposes
1930-1?83 pfo1;i'arnrne, suitabl;r revised and
,lra tt progr.rrflfle ttr the period 1984-'igB7,
-l';re fir':.i ,1: tnel:
ijr tiir, -,iFl;. iit;ri.-dS
R3D s L i';rtecjy (2) .
"Sr.iCing Programr:e" princ'i pLe, ihe Comm-i ss'i rJn
a new proposai f*r a qrLjrtianrruai piogrami*/
clf the programr;e uncier executi,rn and subsl'i tr.;tilig
a rieh, pro9ramrn€.
LU
ekecute the Lasi yr-,ar oi'l1.lu
subrn it 'i n grocJ i'i me, a ;'';etr
in titis' rhe Cornmissjpp foLl.ows the i€coffimilnd;,tiori formuLated L; i:it,
cor:nci I in tav 1981 '.t) anc! proposes to prof i i f rom the year i9E3
Crir t ho one ,'lanci to i-es's t ab L i sh rLisources ai:r LeveL dppropriat': ;..)
:he executjon o'f certa'rn projects arrd on the other for intic'i patinqihe ,^eorientat ion of oIher projects.
If ihe yc.tr 1983 rririesents in e-ff;ct;r nar:r;'ai siep ii', Linr<in! io,_;cr"fier.
iRC nr():t!'amr'rje: (tt*r. Overrlai-r of l,wc succ*,sgj,ro i,i.an;.;h{,i_,icj ii"i trr!rrc-i pt,:
rJ:i!il' cjirri; r' i:",i.' year), i: he ComrniSSiCn itf).; ;1!rl,,er'il-,gL*SS t;vj lsasg;tr .irj,
iipproacn tbr: i *ur:;i L *irn rpeciaL proptisats.
it no;:es, on this occ.,li;on i'; i;,i,l3i11 to lrli.'il ihe i:-rits r:l'n specific mj:;:riorr plihjn ihe Cornnu:-r'ityr:l;:
.'l
Tiie second ruasun is tlrat lhe execution of the present research p1'!,-1 r.,.;; .,.:,;aLLs il,r. ;l ir:(iinr,:rts:cning of the effortr tfte,concentrat.i on of rhe" .;r,. 1l.':bIe ff1€3rl'j {],ii Ii-]c part;cuLar Ly exact'i nq ac'i-i v-! t jes (espe.;iaLLv grri;i1---'. ,
rrrd lrii) recoursr io vital f<lrces f rom Lhe outs"i de"
Tire co;rirni:;:;lon t-iierefore proposes a revisic'n o.f Lne proqrari;s* for
,1li ltre 3'J 
'lun;r'i?ci-J r;i'.:c;ing, lire counciL i:{affiinJd the riocunignt
''iieu Gr.r'icjei.ine5" for irit? lgSlr*gZ,JiiC pr.o(iratili,-ju.:niJ took noic oi i:i.,:feur^*firl-d i;"icention of tire Ci:rrnrnission :
'l 
. to i nse:r'; ti:;. JRC prr;r;ranme into tlre Fr.ol; :...tiilri?e Frarnewr"rrr.;
2, io Jrili)J:,:r:' in this corrnectionn en incr"e::sird effort. on th.l Sr.;rrr
l]Ai?:t pl''iecl: , ()n the basis r:lf the concl.urs'i orir of exper.ts coi,!irj-ir;, tire ijo;::il issiorr; - :i L',
:j. to 1,1
t. ..L i, I
elJ;l i'{, r) ;.()posa i. I l.:rr I lir".
1.1..',. r r;;;n On ihf., C,i: (1.:l(; i()n
hn l: t<stlirtc in fhjs c6nf.fr:i,
future of the l-lfR reraclor wi;tt 6 Vir-::.,
nf cire cJer:1s'i on of tirei 
"i itC pr-o<jralr,;r,u,
the mokri Li i:y :",'obLenr.
:1) s;':,: cioituinrnl AT0 46 (81 )
,,1] 5c;enrif ic ,.nd TechnicaL
f or tha 80':s 
- C0ffi (81) i?eseercir in the Eurr:;;,ean Conmun.i ty': pi- );)(),:;;;,574.
41-4- Tt'is proposed to firm up these intentions by the foLlowing approach
a) beo jnn jnq,tjoveqrb.er' 1g82, the counci L wi LL be caLLed to take aposition \ lJ on ine lvew Guidet'ines" (2) assigned to JRC researcirfor the period 198t,-i9E7;-
b) simuLraneousLy, the counciL w'i lL ciecir:e (1) in consequence, cn ;
revTiGl, Tor-iqal-, of the 1980-1983 programme which tat<es .intc
account the rneasures which t,rouLd be abLe, fron 1ggT, to be put .in
hanci by means of the 1982 amending budgdt (3),
c) end Novemoer 
-!!p3, Communication of the Commission to the Coi.nci L
me!"ro rk,,,
c) in rec.ugry 1!8@ a posirion on the "prograi*reFranetJori<"-
ul Glru, Counci L cecisions on the JRC MuLt.iannual"gi!.r-i3ll9-l.r the periocj 1981,-1982 an<J on cer"rain associateo ruuru.",(moo'i Lity etc..")
1.5. Comments
1.5.i. i\ favourabl.e Coirncil
allow t.he JRC, from
decision on the present i:evision proposai woulc
the end of 1982 .
( r,l{:)(])
- to recieploy existing st.aff antl a cert;ain number of newly aquired
compecences, on the Super SARA. Lobi ianfl pairr nuciear projecrs,judgeci to be of first priority by the council of ryay 19g1, andto accelerace their execution;
to reenforce certain other activities that the Cornmission reqards
as particularly important in the ligh.c of the new giobai R&D
strar-egy for the cornmunity, notably in the domain of commonAgricultural Policy (Remote Sensing from Space), Aid for Development(Training Institute for Developing Corrntries) anci Teleinforinatics;
- to combat. by the compression or. supp::ession of ot.iter activities
ancj the puttj-ng in iiand of appropriate measures for mobi-lity, thetendency towards growth of the overal-L staff leveL whi-ch wouldlogricalll' follow the increase of effo::t on- rruciear projects and ol-heracLivj-ties shown above;
co reestablish, where rreccessary. the level of "resources ::equirt:cifor Lhe rational operation of general services and of scienti.ficand technical support, in parr:i_cu1ar. Ispra safetlr services, boti:
. 
cl as sical and nucl_ear .Lo prepare new proposals for t,he future of the IitR reacr:or;al: Lhe same titne, to puE, the .rRc in thd lbest possible cr:nii.cion r-i.
meet the requi-rements of the "New Grriclcl.ines" ef i.t-s igil4-.ii)g7siulti.rnnrrai progralnrie, proposed to the Counc i L 
. 
i1 fiay l9g?,and in conformity wi.t'ir t'.ire "Progranin{1 itremc"wo-rrl; '.ri*ar: i)repai:.aiLj.uii.
1"5"2"The yr:ar i98i irr;pears therefore, {::o tlie current pr.rg,Ealnine ris .i )1erlrin uilicir to ::c't- i-n Qrd,:r the balance i>etween acLions an(r resourccsanqt j.n resi)l:ct ot- lile fut.ure progra[in]€: / as a year o1: Lr:niisiiiori anciof irre;:arai:Lon- Concerning budgeiary 5:i"anning and internaL organ.i ratioi-r,a certain number of measLtres have aLready been projectec in igEZ
wi ihout impLicatiorrs for the ;Jrogrdmi-ile-
5ee statement of the counci L president n s rionc Lusions .in Annex
S ee cocument "l{ew Gu i de L.i nes', AT0 46/ gz
see draf t a*endinq and suppLementary budgr3t No1 -lgga
xFor 1983, the redeployments eirvi-saged go beyonrt a simple budgec,ary
adjustment and call for the adoption of a definite position by the
Council.
For this purpose, the Comrnission submits to the Council tire following
Revision ProposaL which extends the rnoCifications begun i.n 1982
which it supLoses \^rrlf have been appro in the meantime (or will
be approved sinultaneously) " We note that ihe Council itself, on Lhe
30 June 1982 sitting, ddcided to tie the calenoar for i'he 1983
programme revision to that of the second reading of the i982 amending
budget.
1 
"5.3" Theby
-\4l
Cornmiss-ion accompanies these proposals for setting i.rp the pr.oqram$ie
a series C{ organieational measures staggered in time and concer:ninEr :
t,he piecemeai approach to the new giobal strategy ancl an optimaJ-
resource trtilization, rendered easier by the recent fusiQn between
the GD XII and the JRC,
b) the organization of tire .TRC General Directorate and that of the
Ispra Establ.ishment, resulting in a redistribution of the
Scierrtific Divisions between Departments ar)d the appointment of
a new Director responsible for the project Super SAIiA,
c) the replacement of the General Adlrisor3' Conmittee by a Governing
Board,
d) the reexaminatj-pn of the various factors influencing staff
mobility, the Latter peing an essential eondition for rearisi.ng
the proposed changes,
2. NATURE OF THE PROGRAMME REVISION ENVISAGED FOR 1983
2. NATURE OF THE PRoGRAMIYIE REVISIoN ENVISAGED FOR 1983
1a
?" NATURE OF THE PROGRA.MME RHVISION frNVISAGED FOR 1983
2.t. Positjon of the JRC programme within the programme framework
In its cornmunicaLion"'Scientific and Tgchnical Research and the
European Communities : proposals for the 1980's", the Commission
proposed the deveiopment of a genuine communitary strat-egy for
R & D especial.ly founded. on a Progran'lme Franework of Community
scientific and technical. activities. In June 1982 the Conrmission
presented a first. outline of the 1984-1987 Progratrune Framevrork (2) , .
the Progranlrne Framework to be submitt.ed in 1ts comp)-ete forin to
tlr-is Council before the end of the year 1982; seven basic options
have been used for the prepa.ration of the Programme Franrework ". i
- 
promotioii of agricultural competj t iveness
- ;xomot-ion of industrial conrpet i t i veness
- 
improvement of raw materials manaQe,r!€nt
-- improvement o.f the management of en,ergy resources and the
reduction of Commr.rnity energy dependance on external sources
- reenforcement. of aid f.o developinq countries
- 
improvement of living and wcrrkinE c:onditicrns (safety, heal-fh,
environrnent)
- 
impr:ovement of the efficiency of scientific and technical potential
in the Communitv
These basic options imply a certain nunber of scientific and technical.
objectives within which all the Commumity's activities to be retained
in future must be writLen.
The contributions which the JF,C could. bring to the realization of the
basic optj"ons kept by the Council on 8 March 1982 cover two topics
in parLicular :
a) inrprovemerit of the rnanagenent of ernergy-resources with three headings
i : r"issj-on (nucl-ear safety)
* Frrsi-on
- 
New energy sources a.ncl energy economy
Ib) reenforcemenL of aid to c1eveJ-oping countries.
Beyond that. JRC actj-vities could bring a contribution to other
basj,c options srrch as the promotion of agricultura.l competitiveness(Rem':te Sensing from Space progranune) r the improvement of living
and 'sorking conditions (Environioerrt, Safei:y) , promotion clf inrJustriaL
compet i t i veness (High Temperatu::e Maf-erials 
" 
Nuclea.r l4easurements ,
SupFlort to the Communit"y Referenc€i Bureaur data banks, informatics).
Taking into account the urgency of problems relating to light vrater
reactor safety and the special- conlpet.ences of the JRC, the Conmission
proposed an j.ncreaseci effort on the Super Sara Project. without
neglecting the other actj-ons mentj.oned above. At the same time, the
Corffoission proposes measures to cl.eanse and to put in order the general
services of the rTRC"
(81)(82)(1)(2) coMsEc 574 final of896 final of 12th Octoberr 19813rd June 19.82
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other than these specific reori.entations falling- under the general
approach o,f putting in hand the R & D strategy for the 19BO's, it
should be noted that the JRC programme foresees the pursuit of
activities in bhe environment sector at a significant level. These
activj-ties as well as the components cf other sectorial activities -
for example in new enelgies and nuclear safety - constitue a
response to the option "Improvement to Living and Working Conditions(safety, health, environment) " and reenforce the JRC vocation to
devote an j-mportant part of its activities to safety related problems.
2.2 " FLructure of -th.e Present Pro-gramme
The Joint Research Centre's 1980-1983 programme comprises a !
nuclear part approved by the Council under Article 7 of,the EAEC
Treaty and a non-nuclear position approved by the Council under
Article 235 of the EEC Treaty.
The nuclear activity comprises tlie following topics ;
. Nuclear safety and fuel cycle
. Nuclear measurements
. Exploitation of large installations
. Thermonuclear fusion and technology and High temperature materials
(New energies )
. One part of "Specific Support" to the Activities of the Commission'
The non-nuclear activity comprises the followingi topics .
. Study and protection of the euvironment
. Solar energlr hydrogen productionr' energy storage and transport
(New energies)
. The other part of "specific Support" to the activities of the
Commi-ssion.
are assigned to JRC programmes"
services dnd scientific and technical support is
complemenL Ls 226C^ employees
1 1 10 research staff
Assigned to genera!
a staff of 1150.
The total JRC staff
2.3. Evaluatj-orr r:f lhe curlent JRC. prsgramme
a) Nuclear safety research (safety of light, r,\raier and fast breeder
reactors as well as t-he fuel cycle in its entirety, from actinides
Lo the disposal of wastes, passing by way of nuclear "Safegusads"(1)
and. nuclear measurements) occupies more Lhan half of the JRC staff"
Here it represents a notable contrj,bution when comparing communiLarlz
research with the total of that performed in all the Member States"
In several of the objectives depen<ling from this part of Lhe
progz-anme, th.e JRC has aguired a recogrnized cent.ral function and is
seen to underta.ke a certain number of coordinaLion actj-ons'
ofben resultingr in the oniy communitar:' framework (evaluation
of the system for concentration and i"ncineraLj"on cf actinicies'
animaLj.an of Lhe campaigns f.or the intercomparison cf defects ,in
thj.ck walls of rea.ctors, international cooperation fcr the develcp-
ment of safeguards techniques, statistical anaiysis of oFera[icn.lL
incident,s and faults in reactors, etc...).
(1) Tqi:hniques fsr setting up the 'nControl cf Fissii.e Maleriaisn'
i3.
Anongst other things, this progranune includes three imporcantprojeccs, Lobi, pahr and super SARA which technically cornparefavourably with the most ad.vanced experiments in the MemberCountries anci the U.S.A. in this sect,3r.
The research orientation and the quaL'ity of the work is sat'isfactory;
however the Commission cannot ignore 1:wo criticisms wh'i ch are sometjmes
aimed at Communitary Research, ancl concern firstLy its costs an.q
secondLy its reLative sLowness. In nepLy to these consiCerations,
the Commission has taken a certain nurnber of organ'i zaiionaL measures
and identified one of the essentiaL reasons for these deLays as.*the
LeveL of resources avaiLabLe.
After a profouna arrafyuis. corroborateci by external consult.ana=, (1)
the Commission arrived at the conclusion that there exists at present
a marked. unbalance between the resourcels needeci to execute cercainprojects, particularly super SARA, and the tasks assigned to the JRc
in terms of objectives and delays.
This situation calls for rapid corrective measures to avoid rhe
multiplication of delays and in consequence, the degradation of.
JRC's reputation. Rather than requesting supplementary resources,
the Commission proposes in the docuurent "New Guiclelines" and forthe irnmed.iate future in the present, paper, a collection of neasures
which rely on :
a) a reenforcement of certain pxiority objectivesr in particular Super
SARA. as well as the scientific and technical support, conditional
to it6 execution r
b) the slowing-down of other objectives; (and for a small number, a
termination) in domains where it is fossible by means of compression,to make available competences requir:ed by priority projects, 
..
c) other measures aimed at acceleratinll mobility which will later
ran l ara tha omorn i ^:-^JAuyAqes urle e efgency measufeg mentj-Oned abOve, 
,..,
d) speeding pP the redeplolrments err.viserged by the acldition of newforces from outside, by recruitement and by service contracts.
b) The other activities of the JRC (new energies, study and protection
of the envitronment, nucrear rneasurements, specific support to the
activities of tire Commission an<t exploi.tation of large installations)
can be to a large extent consicfered sat jS'factory"
The rapid increase in non-nuclear actir,rities begun 10 years ago on a ,rrery moclest scale (with the sceprici.sm of ce!-tain Member Couni ri es) Q)is a clear illr:stration of the good res;ult.s obtained by the JRc i
at present' these acLivities employ about 4o * of the staff. Thisfi.gure is also an indicatian of the internal mobility achieved.
(1) Adarns Panel, Stone and Webst,er consuitatiorr
L2I ?he fact chat the firsi year {lg7?) oj: the ,,d,iversification,, ha<J to be
carrieci out under contractr betrcreen t,he Commission and the Membersiaces and not^b1'--n5pvra-n,ne decrsion :lllustrates this doubt andgrves a measure c5i' rh6 oirsiaciel-o;ari;;ff:'
L..l .
In several fields, the CCR has been able to climb to a good
position in international cooperation at times as leader'
particularly in the production of hydrogen by the thermo-chemicai
route (first cl"osed circuit), in techniques for teslj-ng solar
systems arxl, materials (SSTI), remote sensing from space,. adva.nced
data barrk systems (ECDIN) , cornmunications (EURONET test anel
reference centre SCRIBA), experiments on the impact of pollutiou
on a regional scale (Iilg), representing the Community in the
international fusion reactor project (INTOR) and. the work of
the Community group on the next Huropean torus (NET) etc" ". :
There too is revealed an unbalance'between assignecl objectives
arrd allowed recources. No very serious pressures exist, i
contrary is the case with the Super SAF,A nucl,ear project, but it
is certain ard probably a cause of regret, that the JRC lacks
the means to give these different projects all the dynamism
wanted.
Taking into account the general sltuation of austerity, the
Conmission does not envisage reenforcing the whole of these
activities but concentrating a selective effort on those which
directly contribute to the Priority Options of the R&D global
strategy, and specifj-cal}y to the promotion of agricultural-
competition (remc.te sensing frorn space), to the deve"lopment of
telecomrnunications and offj.ce tectrnoS-ogy (SCRIBA prr:ject, Reference
and Test centre), to the development of reference subslances anci
methods {BCR support}, to the cooperation wit.h developinq cotintries{training).
Fiere aqain, the Commission does not. propose a simple reer:forcement,
buto with tire aim of compressing addi-tj.onal requests p-r'oposes
a group ef measures including ;
a) to reenforce the objectives described above;
b) to slorr.r dourn {or progressively abandon) othe:: activities;
c) favourising mobility and by these means the qualitativety
ard quantitativeJ-y scientific value of certain teams"
2,4" Main tines of the proposed modifications
2"6"1,, Urgent rnodifications essentiaLly concerning the execution of the
activ'ities of the theme "NucLear Safety and the FueL CycLe".
These nuclear activities f,or about half of the personnel of the JRC
and incLude a certair:;number of projecis in rxhich the JRC pLays a
central roLe'in tlre assement of nueLear sa{ety" ihese projects
requi re important staffing" SpeciaI Ly the prCIjects Super-SARA,
Lob'i and Pahr whi ch the Counci L in wlay '1981 considered as havingpriori typ are being sLowed doun due to a sirortage of staff (1)"
(1) The nature and causes of this staff shcrtage are presented in Annex 8.
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For the Super-SARA Project, the Commissjon has obtained opjnions from
varjot,is'independant experts such as the Euratom Scientific and TechnicaL
Committee, a high LeveI paneL of science managers chaired by Sir
John Adams and tlre American firm of enginee'ring consuLtants, Stone and
Hebster, Their advice ccrnfirmed the interest in the programmers target,
i ts feasah'i L i ty and the Ispra Establ i shmentrs capaci ty to successfu L Ly
pursue it, given the reclu'ired manpouer and firranciaL resources - sign'ifi-
cantLy larger than those foreseen in 1981 - which wouLd either have to
be found directLy or by,the coLLabcration with lvlember Countries'programmes.
The programmes comptementary nature w'i'lh respect to simi Lar nationa L
pro j ects (Cornmuni ty and USA) was conf i rme,C and reinf orced (see anne" 
.6) .
The technical interest of these projects for industry and safety agenc'ies
is atL the more important if the duration of the tests'is Ljmited and the
time-table respected. The Lack of staff 
'Coes not aLLow us to operate'asfast as wouLd be wishedo and in the worst case/ to obtain the necessary
authorizations to undertake the most severe tests
Moreover, extens'ior1 of the time scheduLe rri l. L invoLve an 'important increasejn the totaL cost of the pnoject" The Cornmission considers'it urgent to
anticipate in 1982 and 1983 a number of rneasures forrearrangement outLinecjjn the document "New Guidelines" for the ioeriod 1984-1987, notabLy:
. redepLoyment of staff having competences in the nucLear fieLd to theproject Super-SARA, Lob'i, Pahr in such,a way to guarantee the success
of these experiments and keep to a reds,cnabLe time-tabLe;
. rearrangement of other activities of the programme "Reacior Safety'n"
slowing down or stopping a number of th,BSe activities in order to free
staff and concentrate them on pniority projects as wetl as on a smaLl
number of significantLy'important and coherent activit.ies;
. reinforcement of the gendraL and S/T support serviqes wh.ich condition
the reguLar execution of research in the various scientific divisjons (1).
2.4.2. 0ther modifications preparing the new guideLines for the JRC
The contributions that the JRC can bring to the successful carryjng out
of the fundamentat options retained by the'CounciL on I March 198? coverprincipLy two themes :
. improvement of energy resources (fissionr. fusion/, neu energies and
energy conservat ion);
. reinforcement of aid to devel"oping countries. 
i
Further, the activities of the JRC coutd,make a contnibution to other
fundamentaL options such as the promotion of agricuIturaL conpetitiveness(remote sensing), improvement in the conditions of Living and work(environmentr safety), promotion of industriat competitiveness (materiaLsfor high temperatures, nucLear measurements, support for the Community
Bureau of References, data banks, informatics/tetematics).
(1)'The nature and causes of this sfaff shortage are presented in Annex 8.
b)
a) The programme of nuclear safety, recast as proposed in chapter 3.4.
above, will constltute a major ecntrlbutlon (more than 1OOO persons)
to the reduction of the inconvenienc€s associated with this form of
energy.
In the area of new energies (fusion) I a sl.ight reinforcement (5 persons)
of the conceptual study group will allow the JRC, in collaboration with
the centre of Garching, European lead menber for these studies, to make
an essential contribution to the work of the Community Group NET;
durinq the plan 1980-1983, the JRC has already been able to start
an important programne on materials, to put into operation (within the
proposed time table) a cyclotron for irradiation tests and to activelyparticipate in the representation of the"Community in the international
project INTOR. AtI the activities of the JRC in relation to fusion i
are harmonized within the Communi.ty Progranme on Fusion.
Within the area of new energids and energry conservation the te.rmination
of the programme hydrogen will allow an incfease in effort on :
. Solar energy with emphasis on test techniques and, irr particular,
on the life-time and reliabillty of the components and systens.
The JRC holds a central position and l.s wllting to assemble the efforts
of the national laboratories. The central test,ing facitity, ESTI,
constJ-tutes a unigue installation in Europe, and a meeting place
for the specialists of the sector and comrnittees in charge of the
development of reference techniques.
" ?he national use of energy with enphasis on energy transport and
storage (fundamental probJ-ems for the rational management of energy
t*hich is produced discontinuously and in excess d.uring daylight hours)
and energy audit in dwellings and in small and uedirrm industries(various operations related to ,lEnergy Bus", i.e. mobile energy
monitoring units, associated with data banks and information services) 
"These activities could be continued through specific acticns in favour
of the analysLs and diffusion of'the results of the Demonstration
Programnes and by taking a leading role in the correspondi,ng projects
of the rnternational" Energy.Agency {the candidaturg of JRC to rEA
has been proposed by the Cornmission).'
Regardi.ng assistance to the DevelopinE countri€s, on the basis of
experience acquired by JRC in support of the projects of European
Development Funds, of the Energy cooperation and the Mediterranian
Agreements tcontribution by iIRC of 3o expert missions and. organization:
of a seminar on the Energry planning for the Developing countrj.es),
the JRC proposes'to structure its action and to make it more perceptable
by developing an ad-hoc institute for training, education and studies(see Annex 7) which is open to scholarshipholders of the above
agreements and decislon makingi people from different associaLed countries.
The rnstitute will serve as a prolnotional place and as a centre of
actions common to different natl-onal orgianisatj-ons (i.e. international)
active in the sector. The themes chosen (energy planning & new energies
and management of resor.lrces & remote sensing) correspond to the strongpoints of .TRC research (15 more people in.cludinq g research men)
rmprovement of the competitivity of European agriculture requiresdiverse struct,ural actions andn in particurar, better planning of the
utilisation of land (reduction of regional differences and elimination
of structural excesses, etc.)r r
c)
d)
.../...
s Lt.
The results obtaineci by the JRC fn Ine field of applications of remote
sensing ln agricultnrre (there again, th,e JRC projects have a considerable
promotional effect on the large nurnber of national laboratories associate<i
. in diffe{ent campaigns organieed by the JRC) caII for an increase of
the effort, which in 1983, wilL involve 'the renewal, at constant cost
and staff level, of 20 3 of the people presently assi-gned to the
prograrui:e, and will make it possible to }aunch a campaign for soil
evaluation in the framework of the Commsn Agricultgral Policy.
e) Informatics is one of the strategic technol.ogies to the development of
which the Commun:Lty should pay extreme attention (communication, bureautics,
robotics). The JRC, on the basie of experience acqui::ed in support of
the development, of EURONET and of.Lhe data bases EURONET/oragp as well
as its ovrn projects of internal network and bureautics (SCRIBA), will
rearrange its services in order to transfer: to private operators the data
bases which are reaching the operational stage, and will concerrtrate its
efforts on research in the areas of rapid evolutj.on" While the net
result of the staff movernent in 1983 is an apparent reduction, the real
objective is to doubte during 1984-1985 the number of researchers in
this sector to give an increased support to che Corrmission's projects(in partisular INSIS).
on the whole, these measures inltiate a progressive predefinition of the role
of the JRC, as a promcting centre of European projects, in which the JRC,in addition to its own research contributions, will assume the functicn
of conception, assemblingr pronot,ion and synthesis.
2.4.3" General and S,/T support services
These services (computer cenlre, workshopr reactors, high act.ivity labora-toriesr security and infrastructure services, 
€tc.) are vital for the
advancement of research in the scientific divisions.
As provi-ders of services, their resources come from the charges leviedfor their assistance, either from the projects or from the organisation
as a whole.
Their subordinate position has worked against these units whose staff hasfallen off both in number and in quality, and-whose budgetary allocat,ions
have gradually been diminished in real t"r*= by inflation, inadequatery
compensated for by a too Low inflation coeff.f.cient (6 t per annum) .The emergency measures proposed for 1983 concern the pri-rity reconstitution
of the normal and nuclear security services'-(vital for the JRC in general:
and in particular for the execution of the super-sara project, particularly
because they are one of, the conditions reqhS"red by the ftalian SafetyAuthsrities to issue the operationgr licence for the EssoR reactor ,r.}.==.ryfor the programme to continue), the reesta.blishment of an infrasLructurebudqet at a fair value and a start to the .rebuilding of the s/r support
".ry,1sss(l).
2-5- consequences of the modifications to the prograrme tggo-19g3
The various measures proposed concerning sLaff allocation are given inthe following sections" ?he increase of t.he total staff would be from2'26Q Lo 2,314 people (2u4 * more), the rersearch staff Lncreasing from1111O to 1,122 research men (1 t rnore).
?he measures proposed in terms of budget a:re given rn Annex 5. These
measures can be summarized as follows :
' The totaL cost of the 199o-1983 progranme increases, as a consequence ofthe budgetary adjustment for 1982 and'of the programme revision for 19g3,fron 578.084 to 615.195 MioECUr corresporeding to an increase of37.1 MioECU (or 6"4 +r,
(1) The list of these
budgetary annexes
reinforcements is giv,en in Tabl.€ 4 and in the
1R
an increase of ztr
an increase of 15
The partitioning
aimed to lighten
.337 MioECU is due to the budEetary adjustment and
.764 !$oECU is due to the programme revision.
of these measures on 1982 and 1993 have obviouslv been
the budqet 1983
2.5.I. Modifications to the proEramne activities
a) Reactor Safety
The ruodifications proposed in the staff'utilization for 1993 are summarizedj"n Table 1, at the end of this chapter. Tecturical content and partitioning
of resources by project for the year 199.i are reported. in Annex 3 
- 
A.1..Reactor Safety Programme.
The reinforcement of the Super-Sara project is achieved partly by an overall
staff increase of the Reactor Safety Programme'(from 3O8 to 326 research men)
and partly by a redeployment of staff previously assigned to safety studies
on fast breeder reactors and radioactive wastes. The reinforcement of LoBris achieved by the extension of tlre contrast covering the contribution of
11 persons supplied by the BltFT, the reduction of under*staffing and the
concentration of activities rendered possible by the commissioning of theloop" The staff allocated to this project (SB resea.rch men p-lus 11 under
contract) remains nevertheless below that authorised for the prograrnme.As a consequence the staff allocated tp LWR studies increases from 1g6to 22'B research naen and the staff allocated to FBR. studies decreases from I22
o 98 research men.
The most important nodifications in the FtsR studies are the followinq :
".Discontinuation of the projects
- 
fast breeder hypothetical accident code
- fast breeder fuel bub-assernbly therrnohyriraulics
. Reinforcement of the pAHR project
" Inclusion of. the activity on fuel-coolant interaction in the pAIIR project
' 
Start of a new study on phenomena related to energy release (multifluid
multiphase phenomena)
. The activities of the project on "stuiy of behaviour of sLructures and
containments" wiII be partly conch;ded (Cova and COVAS programmes) andpartly (research on materials dynamic behaviour) will bL inctuderl in the
new project "Materials properties and structural behavj-our""The Commission will try to adapt its cost'bhared. progranme in order to :
account for these reductions"
The commission already gives special attlltion to the integration ofthese activj-ties with those of the same nature performed in the me:nberstates; contacts have been made, to this effect, with the ministries
concerned.
b) llutonium fuels and actinide research
A reduction of the staff from 112 to 112 research men is proposgd,
corresponding to the discontinuatlon of the contrlbution by the IspraEstabli"shment tc this progra.nme' which constitutes the main parg of theactivities at Karlsruhe. rn addilion, it is being considered to whatextent certain competences of this Institute could be used for otherJRc research activitLesl thls wi]"l be taken into account in the programmeproposal 1984-1987
L9.
{-
c) Safety of nuclear naterials
The modif ications proposed in the staff ut;lliuat,j,on for 1983 are summarized'
in Table 2 at the end pf this chapter. Technical content and partitioning
of resources by prc'ject for the year 1983 are reported in Annex 3 - A.3.
Safety of Nuclear l{ateri.als Programrne. The necessity of reinforcing
the Super-Sa"ra project with chemical and radiochemical engineering experts,
who are found in lirnited amount at Ispra, :lnpeses the continuatlon of the
activities on optimizati,:n of alpha waste management and in particular. the
experimentaL activity on chemj-cal separation of actinides from waste (Project
AcLinide Separation) 
" 
Thus the staff assigned. to the programme is reduc'ed
from 52 to 42 research men.
The programme is now essentialty
of rad-i-oacti'.re r.rasee disposal in
into the seabed"
dlrected bowards the safety assessment.
continentill Eeological formations and '
The Corunission is examinlng' to what extent certain activities reduced or
discontinued by Ispra may be taken up by oi:her Establishments of the JRC
or by national research centres"
The conclusions of these reflections -will be included in itre programme
proposal- 1984-L987.
tl) Fusign lechnology
This prograrnme harmanized with the Communil!.y Fusion Progranme is divided
lnto two groups of activilies : research on materials (including, especially,
the behaviour of materials under irradiation) and conceptual studies for
futr-rre reactors. Research on materials is successfully progressing and
the new cyclotron has entered lnto operat,ional service; the reinforcement
envisaged (5 research nen) concerns the grcup of conceptual studies which
will qive an essential contrlbution to the Community group NET (Next European
Torusi. Because of this the staff lncreases from 60 to 65 research men,
e) New energies
The future evolution (1984-1987);of the progr4mme "new energies" of the
.]RC is the subject of an analysis in commoll nith the preparation of
the 3rd Frografiune of the Shared-Cost Actiorl "Energiy". In 1983 The following
orientations may be implemented :
. reinforcement of central test laboratory for sorar energy (Esrr) i .
.progreSsiveevo1utionoftheactivity,lso1arenergyfordwe11ings''
towards the more general aria of the rat-:Lonal use of energy in dwellings
and the development of techniques of enJriy audit; it has to be notedthat the JRC ahs been invited by the International Energy Agency to presentits candidature, on behalf of the commission, as tead Agency for theproject Energy Audit;
. progressive evolution of the programme "hydrogen production, energy storage
and transport", towards the more general arda of the rational use of energy.
These evolutions are carried out at constant level of staff and do not
requ.tre j"n 1983 a revision of the Council D,ecj_sion; a more important
readjustnent will take place in the framework of the new programme 1984-1997.
The rev-ision of the Hydrogen prograrnme r{as already planned at the moment
of the approval of the lggO-1983 prograrune.
f) Protectiojr af the environment.
The evolution of tshe activities is carried out gradually in agreement withthe relevant ACPMI the staff levels remain constant and no forrnal revision
of the prograrnme is requlred.
. ../...
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9) Remote sensing
The task assigned by the Commisslon to the JRc is the rapid development
of remote sensing techniques to be inade availabte tg the "final users"in the framework of the Corunon Agricultural Folicy. A specially importantfield of application is the analysis of land use and land potentiat
The resources allocated to thls prograrmne are qualitatively reinforced(not quantitat,ively because the authorized staf,f remains constant)
by rreans of priority assigrunent of 11 posts which are made free in other
ardas of the 
'JRC activlty, this wi.ll allow the acquisition of sBecialistsin particular fields.
These modifications do not require a revision of the Council Decision
and are in the directions reconmerded by the group of experts nominated
by the governments.
t
h) Specific suplprt tg thq Conunis,sion"s_sestoral.,+ctivities
On the whole this progranme will increase in research staff from 91 to
95 research men, but this variat,ion effects ln a different way the different
activities of the progranme
The support to Developing Countries and, specificallyr the development
of the training courses for technicians, graduates, teachers and policy
'makers' is reinforced, with the set up of an Institute for Training andScientific Cooperatlon to which the JRC will supply the infrastrUcture
with 15 people (of which g are research men).. the teachers essentially
furnished by national and lntefnational organizations under contract.It is proposed to increase the support given to the Community Bureau of
Reference (CBR) by the setting up at the C,eeI Establ-ishrnent of a service for
the production; storage'and distributsion of reference materials (increase of
4 research men). The reference materials concerned are non-nuclear marerials(impurities in non-ferrous materials and trace elements in organic materiais)
which need a very sFecifLc conditionirlg to ensure tb.e stability of the
samples with tLme. This activity demands the construction of a specialbuilding (Or5 MioECU) with the related equipment and an increase of personnel
of 4 research men.
fnformatics and, nore specifically the activities concerning telematics,
are also reinforced following the general trerd of the Commission activitj.esin this field; the JRc research actually constitutes a support to these
actj-vities, in particular to pr:oJects such as INSIS, EURONST,/DIAIIE and,hopefully, ESPRIT. The studies are centerced on the design and test of
prototlT)e advanced networks, starting frorn the commercially available i
materials, and on the technical aspects of the standarclization problems;
These increases are in part counterbalanceid Oy a decrease of other service
acti-vitieso but a complete compensation could.not be reached, consideri.ng
the high - and increasing - demand of the JRC contribution in support ofthe other Commission services (safeguards, customs Union, Env5-_;onnient
and Consumer Protection, Energy. Industry, fransFort, etc")"
Onl'y the ACPM Informatlcs is concerned directly by 'these measiures;
however, as the envisaged evolutj-on is graduai, the discussion on the
new objecfives will be included in the pxocess of the preparation of
the progranme 1984-1987.In the 1980-1983 progtamroe the JRC has shov*n an increased interest fcir-the utilization of the resui-ts of its research by setting up of a progr:amme
'oUtiLization of research re!:uLts". Experience has shown that the opportunityfor exploitation in generaL becomes apparent when the original project -in sone cases the griginal Brogranme - has been terminated for several years.The proposed increase of research staff frorn 1 to 5 is a aimple recognitionof a real sLtuation : such a rls€ would provide ex5::.J.c{t, suppore to innovativepeople and laboratorieg
The terms of reference of the programme do not cbange.
^>
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The proposed rnodifications in the utillzatj-on of the personnel for 1983 are
surnmarized j.n ?able 3, at the end of this section
2.5.2" Reinforcement of the general and S7'T support services
i
The objectives of the reinforcement of these services, as mentioned above,
are the followi-ng :
" to restore to a sufficient level of effectiveness ihe security services
of the Ispra Establishnerrt (site monitorj-ng and.meteorologyo health physics,
conventional safety);
. Lo increase the potential of scientific support services in order to cbpe
with the increasing demands on the sqi,en*'i.,fic divisions and programme
activities; this increase concerns the cerntral r*orkshop, the computer
centre, the electronic service, the medium and, high activity laboratot'ies.
These reinforcements vrould be inplemented gradually over 4 years {1982*1985) 
"The reinforcements that are required are stroqrn.in fable 4 at the end of
thls section; Lhe table includes the measut:es already planned in 1982
under the budgetary revision.
2"5.3" Particular case of the IIFR reactor
In agreement with point 3 of'the Conclusions by the FreFident of the Council(session of June 3O, l9g2) o the Commission-w!1.1 prepaf,e proposals concerning
ttre future of the HFR reactor" which will be an integrat pait of the proposalfor the mu-ltiannual prograrnne 1984-1997 ancl wilt thus be anncunced in
November t982.
In 1983 the operation of the reactor will tre continued with the same sta-fflevel and the financial conditions initialJ.y foreseen in the authorization
of the programme 1980-1983" lloweverr 
€r.particular effort will be devoted to
promote the utilization of HFR by the differe'nt research prograrnmes of the
Community and by potenti.al" usere outsLde tlre Conmunity.
2.6. t{obility measures
To redeploy staff in line with the objectives and priorities put forward'ln this document and later in accordance wi.th the 1984-1987 Brogramme proposal(general lines apPear in the *New Guidelines" document, it will be necessaryto call upon internaL and external rrobility' 
- 
15 to 20 * of the staff aurl-ngthe period under consideration) i,.From the requirements identified it is clea.r that existing mechanismes
would be inadequate to assure the renewbl and adaptatiot of corresponding
staff 'competences in the delay envisag'ed
Ageing of staff in researeh establishments (.lRC is no exeption) and rapid
evolution of R & D pri<lritles thus demand other neasures"
The quickest and most direct way to begin t.he process would be to call onoutside staff" Ttre commission ir u,r"tl of .the reservations of Member Countri-estoward the creation of permanent ;rositions : the proposed. mettrcrd is thereforebased on the provision of room to manpower by repayable posts.
The Cornnissj-on ls busy examining various means which lnrruta provide forthe aguisition'of additional staff by detachment of sg:eciallsts from national
centres or by service contract (timit,lng or avoiding recruitJeeng ofpermanent' staff) o as wel'l as other measures to increase staff nobility(see annex B).
. a.S jr f..^,:'
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TABLE 1.- Staff (research ment assigned to the different projects of theReactor safety programme before and after revision-
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.TABLE 3.. Personne[ (Resaerch
revision (Sumrnary),
Proqrammes
A. NUCLEAR SAFETY AND THE FUEL CYCLE
l. Rcacrorsefcty
2- Pturoniurn fucts end acti:nidc rcrcarch
!. Safcry of nuclcar matrialr
l. Fissitc matcrials conrrot rnd menagemcnt
staff) of programnes before
1980-83 ..
Programme
308
117
5a
55
53?
90
50
140
108
SUB.TOTAL
and after
B. NEWENERGIES
l. Solar cnergy
' 2. Hydrogcn production, cncrgy stor.gc r-[d trenrport.
!. Thcrmonuclelr fusion tcchnolojy ;
l. High-tcmpcreturc metcrieb .
:
60
40
60
38
198
34
13.
7I
't
'zl
91.
1 983
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3?6
112
4Z
55
535
60
40
65
38
203
108
25
13
'11
6
5
35
95
C. STUDY AND PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
l. Protcction of thccnvironmcnt
2. Rcmote sensing from specc
D. NUCLEARMEASUREMENT
E" SPECIFIC SUPPORT TO THE COMMISSION
l. tnformaricr
2. Supporr ro sefcguards
!. Supporr lo thc Cornmunity Burceu of Refcrcncer
f . Trriaing lnd cducerion
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50
110
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TABLE 4 - REINFORCEMENT OF GENERAL SERVI@S AIID OF
OF ISPRA ESTABLISH!'IENT IN. 1982 AND 1983
S,/T SUPPORTS
Operation of ESSOR reactor
Site monitoring arffi meteorology
HeaIth physics
Decontamination
Radioactive waste treatemeit ,
Fire service
@neral services
Computer ssnrice
Central workshop
HedLun AetivLty Lrab (Uln) .
PAAI,
I
10
9
3
4
3
15
4
10
7
80
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:. :
adopting a modification for the year 1983 in thc resanrch programme to be implemented
by the Joint Research Gentre for the European Atornic Energr Community and for the
.European Economic Community (19S0 t; tgg3)
: . 
-l " :r, 
, 
l. '. 
. 
'-.'( | lLE0,Euratom)
THE COTNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN CO}TMUNITIES.
Hrving rcgard to &e Treaty establishing the European Atomic
Energl'Community. and in particular .Vticle ? thereof,
Hrving reg:rrd to the Traaty establishing the European Economic
Community. and in particular .A.rticle 235 thcreof,
Having regard to the proposal from lhe Commission (r) presenrcd
rftet consuttrtion, with regard to nuctear projectr, of the Scien.
tilic and Technical Committee,
Hrving regard ro the opinion of the European lartiamcnt p),
Having sggir6 to rhe opinion of the Economic and Social
Committee (l).
ll:hercrs. in thc context of the cdrnmon policy relating to the field
of science and tcchnology, thc multiannual research prograrnme
is one of the principal means vrhereby the Europcan Atomic
Energy Community can contribut€ to the safety and devetopment
.of nuctear cncrgy and ro $rc acquisition and thc dissemination
of inforrnation in the nuelear ficld;
ll?rercar Article ? of thc Trcety rstablishing the European Eco-
nomic Cornmunity assigns to the Community inter alla the tarl:
of promoting througlrout tha Cornnrunity r hrrmoaious doretop.
ment of cconomic activities. a continuous and balanced cxprnsio$
and an increrre in subitity; whetcer thr obJectives pursucd by the
Community'r rcfvitier to t&ir end arc set out fui Articlc 3 of thc
said Trerry;
\t'hercrs rhc norr-nuctear projects provitled for b.y this Decision
appear necelrrry for the lttlinrncnt gf thesc objectives; 
,
Whcreas rhc Ttcuy *trbgshiflg tfro furop.* Economic Corn-
munirl. hrr no? pr*ided the ryccific lxrwcr$ rr4uhed fof Orir
Purpore: ;
''.
(t)
(r)
(r)
. 
_.i
Whereas on 14 January t9?4 ttre bouncil adopted a resolution
conceming the coordinatioR of nadonal policic; and the defini-
tion of Comrnunity actions in the field of seience and rechno-
lop qr;;
Whcrea: the pro.gramme was dra*'n up in eccordancc sith the Coun-
cil lesotution ot l? Decembcr 1970 concerning the procedurbs
for adopting rescqrch end tainirrg programmer (s );
Tlhcrcas Artidc 3 of D*ision SO|SLT|EEC, Eurarom. provides
for a rovic$ of the progammc during iB third year (6)i
(.) ot No. c ?. 29.t.19?4. p. 2.(r) OJ No. L 16.20.1.1971. p. 13.
(6) Ol !io" L 71. 18.3.1980. p. ll.
t{
HAS DECIDED AS FOI,I€WS :
ArticLe 1
The research programme 1990-1983,
as presented in Annexes Ar B and C of
the deeision 8O/317/EECt .Euratom, Ls
annuled and replaced, for the year 1983,
by a revlsed ptogramme, as presented Ln
the Annexe of the present decision.
Article 2
The expenditure corgmitments forecast
to implement the programme defined Ln
the Annexe and the maxirnum number of
staff are estimated at 615.18 mil1ion
European currency units and 2.314
respectively" fhe lndicative breakdown
of funds and staff is given in Annex. 
:
The European unit of account shall be
that defined in Art.icle 1O of the Councl,L
Decision of 15 December 1980 (1),
arnending the Fi.naqqial Regulation of
21 Decembex 7977 (2) 
"orr.uinJ-ng theutilizatl-on of the ECU for the general
brdg.et of the Buropean ConnrunLty.
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Article 4
The commlssion shall be responsible
for implementation of the programme
and, to this endr shall call upon
the serviceg of the iloint Research
Centre'
Article 5 ,,
The residual ammounts frorn the
1980-1982 programme years may be
used for the execution of the
1963 programnes.
a
Done at Brussels,
Artlcle 3
The dissemination of the information
r'esulting from the implementation of
the non*nuclear parts of the programte
shall be carried out in accordance with
Councll RegulatJ.on (EEC) No. 2380.174
of L7 septenber 1974 adoptLng provlsl.onsfor the disseminatlon of informatlon
relatlng to research prograryep of the
European Economlc Comunlty \rr.
(1) o.r no. L 345, 2o.t2.198o,(2) o.r No. L 356, 31112,tggo,(31 Ot No. L ?55, 2o,c;9,Lg?4,
rt
For the Council
ftle President
p. 23p, 1p. I
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ANNEX
1. RESEARCH PROGRAMME F'OR THE YEAR 1983
(last'year of the quadriannual programme 1980. 1983
' 
revised by the present decision) : 
. 
. '
'" 
' I,
The following rnodilications ere introduced in the prograrune adopted with the Degirion S0/31?/EEC,
Euratom of 13 March 1980
A. MJCLEAR SAFEff AND THE FTJEL CYCLE (Joint hognmnre)
A.l Reactor Safety (nuclear acthity)
- 
-? ^L- f-ll----?-- t ---l1re programme consists of the fallowing ? projeets:
. project Super-Sara: in-p-ite testing of LWR fuel under accident conditions;
. project LOBI: out-of-pile integrd system for LOCA shrdi*; 1
. ieliability and risk evaluation: European Reliability Data System (ERDS) and LWR accident sequen@
analysis;
. project LWR primary circuit integrity: early detection of fault and primary circuit components life pre.
diction;
. study of phenornena related to enerry release: multiphase multifluid thermohydraulics;
. project PAHR: in-pile and out-of.pile study of residual heat removal in case of LMFBR core melting;
. study of material properties and structural behaviour:prediction of reactor material behaviour in normal
operating and accident conditions
A.3 Safety of Nuchar Materials (nuelear sctivify)
The progamme consists of the follocfing three projects:
. risk evaluation: risk evaluation for the geological disposal of radioactive waste;
. protective barriers: study of the baniers interposed beturcen waste and tnan in the case of geological
disposal;
. actinide monitoring: plutonfum detennination in radioactive waste.
E. SPECIFIC SUPPORT FOR, THE COMMISSIONS Sf;CTORAL ACTwTIIES Ooint Proeremne)
,
E.6 Provision of Scientifb and Technical Services (nueler and no*nuclear activity)
Reinforcement of the activities in zupport of Devetoping Countriesiri particular with the creatbn of e
Training lnstitute.
The other. progralnmes af,€-not moatfiea. Thengwlevelofrcsourcesfor.drevariousprogramnes is reported on the following pagesr
I
30.
2. TNDICATIVE BREAKDOWN OF STAFF FOR
:..
1983 AND OF FUNDS FOR 1980 - 1983
Erpcnditure cocnmitments (Mo ECU)
Total
rt ff
of *'hich
rasatdt
strff
Approvcdpro 
. 
l982z l9gj3 Totat
Sfrmrn€'
T. NJCLEAR SAFETYAI\ID
THE IJUELCYCLE
l. Rcactor safery
2. Pluronium fucls rnd actinidc tcsauch
3. S:rrlr.v of nuclcarmrterials
4. Fissilc rnaurials contfol and
rnanagemcnt
Toal'
n6.at 19.002 I tJ53 206.598
6L-379 0025 - 02.12 51.192
23.390 0'z+r - 0.683" ' 22.953
23.25 
,'0246 ,-0.0s1 .23.420
284.038 19.519 ro.oor .. tr+.le+
773 326
196 ttz
93 42
. l17
I 179
<q
535
B. NEW E\ERCIES
l. Solar energy
1 Hydrogcn productio& ene4;ir
.storage and ranport
3. Thcrmonudear fusion tcchitolo$f{. High.temperantrc matcriils
Tord
25.928 0.300 0.258 26,486
16.582 Ol94 0.688 t7.464
29,752 o,zgt a.ggz . 31.03s17.257 0005 0.t12 l?.404
89-5 r9 'A.79A 2.UO g2.38s
60tzl
El 40
139 55
6t-*-38
405 203
C STUDY AT.ID PROTECTION OF
THE E\VIRO}IMENT
l. Protcction of thc emironmcnt
2. Rcmote rensing from spaca
Totrl
38-948 0,402 0348 39.698
20000 O24,t O20S 20;449
58.9,t8 {1646 '(1553 60147
114
98
212
90
50
140
D. NUCLEAR }TEASUREMENTS 49.?38 0.?63 50JOt 180 108
E. SPECIFTC SL?PORT TO
THE cort!trsstoN
l. Informrticl
2. Support ro.safcgnrards
3. Supporr to thc Community
Burcau of Rcfcrcnces
4. Training and education
5. Urilbrrion of rcsc.rch re$rlti
6 hovision of schntific rnd tchnicrt
$rvicca
Totrl
14.726 0.t69 - 0.2?0 14.625
6.350 0019 0019 6.418
3.467 0.019 0.02i . 3.51 13.53s 0.044 0.0;{ 3.615
1.85 9 0.005 043 t' 2.295
10598 0126 1.453 t2,r77
40.535 0382 1.724 42.641
51 25
23 13
l8 ll
u6
t45
35
95
76
193
SUETOTAL s22.778 21.337 ts.721 559.842
85 
_41
2314 rt22
F. OPERATION OF LARGESCALE
NSTALLATTONS
l. Operation of the HFR raactor
GR,{"\ID TOTAL
35.306 
- 0.03? 55.343
.l
57&084 2t.337 15.76{ 615.t85
I
t
t
IndudinS' in conncction with thc britirl rrnornt of 5 10.8? miltion ECU, m htlt[lc of 6?.2 I miltion €CU duc to c,rcccsivgapPrqvcdorcrpecrcd'adrputiorrioftt.f,frelaE'edexpinses.
supplcrncntary funds, rcccdlng to thcrrnhdirg prcrimincry drrft budgst i,{o. l.lggL .Supplrrncntrry fundr foreeart for t9g3.
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3. SCALE Of flNANCTAL CONTRIBUTIONS TROM THE MEMBER STATES FOR THE
EURATOM SUPPLEMENTARY NESEARCH AND TRAINING PROGRAMME
nrbrrtc rcrh
Optrrdon ard utilizatlon of the HFl' Fo*
- 
Fcdctal Rcpbllc of Gcrtt|rtrY i
- 
Nahethndr :
qIb
50rL
IComrnlulon of thc Europcrn Communltlcr
I
PROFOSAL FOR A REVISrcN FOR THE YEAR 1983 OF THE
I\{ULTIANNUAL RESEARCH PBOCRAIUME (1980 - 19S3}
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ANNEX I
Conclusionr by the Pttddent of the Council (June 30, t982)
:t:
t',h
€ondusionc by thc Presid;nt of'thc Councit
':'
Session of June 30, 1982
- lf'l*:*imat Etao ah I
i
New ort,entations for the Ig84 - IIST multiannual programme af the foint Reseuch Centre.
At the conclusion of a discussion olr the proposals for hew orientations for the t984 - 1987
--a^l L-- al-- /r^*-murrpnnuat progpmme of the Joint Researph Centre, presented by the Commission, the
Presidentorine-councildrewupthefollowingconclusions:
The Council noted the Comrnission's plan:
I ) to insert the JRC programme into the framework programme;
2t to propose in this framework an increased effort in favo*t of the Super-Sara project
on the basis of the conclusions of the experts consulted by the Commission;
3) to prepare proposals concerning the future of the HFR reactor in view of a decision
to be taken on the occasion of the decision orr the JRC programme;
4, to examine the mobitity problem in this context
It now appears ne@s$ary to carry out the work in zuch a way that the Council may decide
its position on the reorientation of tfte JRC programme for 1984 ' 1987 and, as a result,
on the revision for 1983 of the 1980 - 1983 programrne,,during November and in any case
beforethesecondreadingofthel983budgetandoftheamendingbudgetforl982.
Finally, concerning the Supensara project, the President-noted that sweral delegation
insisted that, whatever tlre outcome, the Commission should ensure that this proiect was
more closely inteerated into the st of actlonr of Membli States in thls lleld of the safety
of nuclear reactg$.
ANNEX 2
Research progranonre 1980; 1983 tsEFORE rwision
i{
fr,t ,5
.l
tl
Research prognrmme l98O; I983 BEFORE revisiorr
A. NIJ(N.EqR SAFETY AND THE FUEL CYCLE (JOINT
PRS'GRAIVNIE)
A-I *aattor Srtcty (ruclcdr 6€tivity)
Tbe programme coasists of the following t I prdjects :
proiecr LOBI : study of loss of coolant accidtntt in $ght"
wttcr reactors,
projcct Super-SARA I an in-pile cxperimcnt on the
behaviour cf light-watcr reactor fucl in thc event of lo$
of coolant,
proiect L1VR prinnarl eifcuit integrity : early detcction of
faults in light-$rater rcactor vcsscls,
i- fasr-brreder fuel subassembly thermohydraulics,
.l- mechanical tcsts of fast-brecdcr,s!ructural materialc,
dcvelopmen! of fast-breeder hypottretical accident codes.
:- proi:ct PAFIR : sttrdy of the et'acuation of residual hcet
in a fast.brcdcr molten core,
projcct PeHR in-pile,
study of fuel-coolant interaction under accident
conciitions,
saudy of thc bchaviour of struct'Jres and containmentr
subiectcd to acridcntal stresses.
- 
analysis of rcliability, risk assessment add data banf. 
,
A.2 Flutoniurn fueb end actlnlde ftsrarch (nuclear activity)
The progammc consists of the following three projects :
utilization limim of plutoniem fuels"
safety of actinide cycle"
actinidc rcsearch.
A.t Srfety 
.of nuclear materlrb {nuctcar actlvity)
The programme consisls olthc following four projcctr I
risk waluarion,
protective barriers.
actinidc scparation,
actinide monitoring, 
.
A.{ Fiisitc mrterisls control rnd menrgcrnerlt (nucleai
activity;
The programme coasists of the following four projects i
acquisition of data on accountancy and matcrials balance
cvaluation.
dcveloprnent of mcasurement methods and
instrumentation and of mcthods for the cvaluation of th€
. isotopic composidon of irradiated fuels,
coniainment and surveillancc techniquer,
itudy of sallguards systems for the fucl clcle ar a wholc.
B. NEW ENERGIES (JOTNT.PROGRAMMF)
B.l Sohr cncrgy qnon-nuclcar activityl
Thc programme consisrs of thc foltowing four projecrs :
Europcan Eolrr rest inrtallntion (ETt),
solar encrgy for habitat and low-tenrperature applications,
solar powcr plant materials,
phot+elec$ochemical and phots.chcmical connerslon.
8.1 ltydrcgen productioa, chetp ltotxgc e6d trl€Oort (noil-
sucr.er activity)
Tl,r gngraramc consists of the lollolring thtee pfl?iesti i
rlrtrrnochemhal production of hydro$&,
- 
.dvanccd $rudica on ffgy cartiffil
. ry$lcrru $ddies.
8.3 Theruoncfcrr fusloa tcchno!o8!/ (nuclcar attlrl'$
Thc prograrnme consists of the following fiv€ ProiG':ts t .
conccptual studics on fusion reactors'
blankct rechnologY srudics,
studh* on st;uctural materials'
studies on advanced mercriats,
operarion of thc cyclbtron.
8.4 ttrlgh-ttmpemlrrt mltcrirb (nudcar acrivity)
Thc programrne consists of thc ioltowia3 thrcc proiects :
high-tcmperaturemaaerialsinformationccntre"'"
matcrials and cngincering sludies'
high-ternperaturc materials dau bank.
C, S,TUDY AND PROTECTION OF THE
TINVIRONMTNT {JOINT PROfiR,AMME}
. C.l Frotection of thc cnviro$mcnl (non-nuclcar activity)
llhi programme consists of the follorring six ptojccts :
proiect ECDTN
exposure to chemicat pioducts, in particular indoor
pollution and organic substgnces"
analysis of ait quality,
-: adalYsir of water quality,.
-- heavy m€tals pollution end health qffecu'
environrnental impact of convcntional power planrs.
C.2 Remote *nsing from spml (non-ouclear activiry)
tfhe proSramme consists of tlrc following two projecls :
agrictlture,
prordtion of the sea.
D.. T{UCLEAR MEAST'REMENTS (JOINT PROGRAMME)
Il.t Nucterr mcrsurcfllentl (nuclcar activity)
lfhe programme Ernsists of the following two projccts :
measurcftent of nuclear data,
nuclear reference matcrials and tcchniques
E. TiPECIFIC SUPFORT FOR TI{E COMMISSION'S
fiEcroRAL AcrlvlTtEs (JolNT PROGRAMME) ,.i
tt.l lnforhrtkr (nuclear aetivity) I
. 'lthc programme consists of the following thrce proiects :
dahtcommunication,
Eurocopi.
European shiclding informatior scrvice (ESIS).
ti.2 Suppotl to sllcgurds {nuclear activity)
li.3 Supporl to the Comondlay Duler|r of Rclercnccr (non-
nuclear activity)
Il.4 Trsinlng amd cducrtioo (nuclear end non'nuclc$ aciivity)
tl.S Uttlhedon of rcrcarch rctoltt (nucteer and non'nuclcsr
r activity)
tl.6 Prorbiol oi cf,lcnttflc rnd tcclnicgl gewklr (nuclear rnd
noa-nucteet efiivityl
F. OFER.A?'ON OF LAR,GE SCAT.E TNSTALLATIONS
Suptilctnen eay pio gturrr ne
F.t Opemd*u of the iIFR lrafficr {rodeer eedviry}
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ANNEX 3
Technical description of the prqrarnme l98O - 1983 AFTER revision
i1
tt'
7
A.r. REACToR sAFEIY rd,ocnAMME
INTRODUCTION
The yeer 1983 ltas to be considered a transitkrn period in which a number of significant modifications will
be introduced in the J RC Reactor Safe ty activities to prepare the next pluriannual progr€rmme 1984 - 87.
ln the futurc programrne the effort of the Commision in tlhe field of the Reactor Safety research will be
further incrcased, although the research activities will be concentrated on a more lirnited number of projects.
As in tlte past, the basic motivation for the development ol'a Communitary Reactor Safety Programme is
tlre Eurr:pean interest in nuclear power plants, enhanced b), the enerry crisis which still remains unsolved.
This choice is also motivated by the increased public sensitivity toward the srfety aspects of nuc,lear installa- .
tions and its consequences on,the iicensing processes.
Tlte proposed new progxamme tries also to answer specific questions related to accidents which occurred in
existing Plants. During the last years, in particular after TMI, the large majority of countries put major
emphasis on the solution of LWR saf'ety problemsi this is rclated to the significant arnount of LWR plants
alrerdy existing and to their important increase foreseen in the next years.
The enlarged Super-Sara programme, which consists of a series of in pile experiments redefined in 1980 on
an international basis (Consensus Programme) and includes the study of fuel element behaviour when core
situation becomes severely degraded and the fuel temperatrrre very high, is certainly related to this new
attitude of the different Community countries. As a consecluence, the first objective of the future JRC prc.
gramme is to assure more adequate resources to the execution of this ambitious programme.
In addition to the Super-Sara programme, which will be performed in the ESSOR reactor, the JRC has for
several years devoted an important effort to out-oipile studies of lossof.coolant accidents following large,
intermediate and small breaks of the primary circuit. To this aim a blowdown investigation facility (LOBI)
simulating a four loop primary cooling qfstem of 1300 MWe PWR has been built in the frame of a collabora-
tion contract with the FRG and became operational in 1978. 
r
The validation of the LOCA thermohydraulic codes and asriociated theories for safety analysis of LWR is one
of the main objectives of this project. The cornpletion of the series of tests under contract with BMFT
(phase A I ) is foreseen in the next pluripnnual programme. In addition, a iimited n'.rrnber of tests available
to the Community (phases A 2 and B) will be executed.
The LOBI activity will be reinforced in manpower to aszure tJte execution and documentation of all the tests
foreseert,
An important contribution is given by the JRC in the field of structural failure prevention; It involves LWR
Primary System Integrity studies dealing with early failure detection, including the continuation of the
PISC II exercise and the development of methodologies and celculation codes to predict the end of life of
reactor components. :
The development of methodologies for Probabilistic Risk A,ssessrnent is anot&er activity which will be con-
tinued and reinforceC in the next programme" These methodologies are applied to identification; modelling
and analysis of LWR accident sequences, taking into account in partiatlar the timing of the eventgoperator
intervention and the uncertainties propagation. : i
The colle ction and analysis of nuclear plant data in a centralized data bank (European Reliability Data
System ER.DS) is an important tool for rid< analysis. The ERDS, which is being implemented, provides in-
formation on component failures, abnormal occurrences, operator errorsi plant outages, etc.
The LN{FBR. safety research will involve about one third of the Reactor Safety rrnnpower at the JRC.
The maximum effort will be concentrated on the problems of post accident heat removal (PAHR), after re-
lease of molten material from the core: in"pile experiments wili be performed in 1983 at Sandia, in collabo-
ration with the USNRC and PNC " Japan. In addition, Euro,pean in-pile experirnents at the Mol and Crenoble
sites will be initiated at the beginning of 1984.
Also for PAHR research an out-of-pile facility {f'.tnO) able to melt about 100 kg UO2 will becorne opera- i
tional during the next progr:unms rrith three different test sections. j
In addition, fivo main LMFBR research aress sreimaintained and developed, that ls the study of the rnulti- ,
phase, multimaterial proc*sses related to energ5/ released from the core (involving moclels dwelopment and
ad hcrc experiments) arrd the study of matenal propertles both in operational and il dynamic situations.
4()
ln these two areas the high lewl comp€tence of the JRC and the existencerof very advanced laboratory
equipment can represent a reference point for the national institutions
1983 constitutes a tnnsitidn year during whbh thc rborre-mentiorrcd general reorientation will be pro
gressively implemented.
$
v
STJPER-SARA TEST PROGRAUT{E 6Sm}
II+PILE TESTTNG LWR FUEL 1JNDER ACEIDENT CONDITICNS
l. Objectives
The Sara project was started.in 1975 as part of an Italian Government sponsored programme in thei
ESSOR reactor for the study of fuel behaviour under L&LOCA conditions. After a rarision of the test
matrlt to include, in addition to the LB-LOCA, the new scenario raised by tre TMI-2 accident in 19?9,
the project emerged as a consnsus Community programme in 1980.
fire SSTP covers fuel cluster behaviour both for the transient conditlons of the "large break' lossof-coolant
accident LBLOCA and the transient conditions which lead to parthl core uncorory, hfher clad temperatures
aild a potential for "severe fuel damage" (SFD).
The main characteristics of the Super-Sara fue I cluster arc:
. 2mactivelength
. 32 rods in the PwR. (17 x 17) configuration or
2l rods in the BIVR (8 x 8) con{ig;uration.
2. Planned activities
Thc overall time schedulc of the Super-Sara project during the phase of design, procurement and installation
of thc experimental eqi.ripment, shown in the bar chart, is a1lmed at starting the test execution phase in
mid-1985.
The overall schedule takes into rccount the licensing aspects and in particular that no on-site installation work
is permitted by the lbensing authorities until the relevant Detailed Project (PP) is approved.
By the aPproval of the frst PP during 1982, the installation of loop components will start at the end of 1982,
and continue through 1983. In 1983, the installation of furttrer experimental equipmen! included in the
second PP (e.g. Programming end Monitoring System and Wakh Dog), will start.
The activity connected to test trains wili be mainly devoted to finatizing their design in order to start the pro-
curement of the first in-pile LBLOCA and tre fint in pile SIFD test train in early 1984.
In order to resolve the identified problerng *"inty in the area of s*iety,:e.g-. integral tests train performance,
blocked channel thermohydraulio, kinetics of ZrylUO1 kinetics and test instrutnentation, an R&I):progrirmflre
has been defined which will partly be performed during 198;3.
3. Collaborations
ti
The SSTP is inserted into an international mosaic of researclh in the field of fuel behaviour of which the most
important parts are the PBF (EG&GIdaho), NRU (Chatk R{ver) and Phebus (CEA-Cadarache) ingile test
programmes and the MRBTF (Oak Ridge) and R-EBEKA (Kfi) out of-pile test prograrnmes.
In addition to the main contract with Harwell-UKCEA for the design and procurement of the SARA loop,
collaboration in different areas of activity are foreseen or under way with the following organizations:
. Belgium
. Denmark
. France
. FRG
. Switeerland
._ Norway
. UK SNL Springfields, AFE Winfrith, SRD Culcheth, CECB Berkeley
. ltaly AOIP, CISE, ARS Milan, TEAM Rome, El.tEA
. USA USNRC, EG&c ldaho, PNL Richland EPRI, SANDIA, ORNL
Belgonucl6aire
Rrso
CEA (Cadarache, Saclay, Grenoble), Tr;chnicatbme
IKE Stuttgart, KfK Karlsruhe, Battelle Frankfurt
B*ttelle Senevin lnstitut Suiss de Recjherche Horologiqre, EIR
OECD Hal&n
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LOBI
OUT.OF.PILE INTEGRAL SYSTEM LOCA STI.JDMS
l. Objectirrs
The LOBI project has been running since 1974 in the frameurork of an R&D contract between the CEC and
thc BMFT Bonn. The integral qFslem LOCA studies with the LOBI facility aim at the experimental investigation
of the thermohydraulic behaviour of a PWR primary cooling system during the high pressure or blowdown
period of a hypot'he tical LOCA caused by a tube rupture within the primary cooling system. Besides the LOBI
Project in Europe, there are similar prqiects running in the world, e.g. Semiscale in the USA and ROSA in Japan.
With respect ts size in terms of the scaling down factor from a real PWR, LOBI (7lz'J with 5.5 MW heatins I
power input to a 64 heater rod bundlq ranges between the Semiscale (2000) and the ROSA (5Ci. i
The distinguishing features of LOBI are two active loops designed placing great emphasis on simulation require.
ments, and a comprehensive and rystematic measurement instrurnentation system.
For the futr.rre srnall breaks and special bansients programme, the significantly improrred and extended
-LOdl-MOty2 
facility will be o'ailable, which contains new and heavily instrumented stearn generators, the high
and low Pressure injection system (HPl$, LPIS) and the auxilbry feedwater system (AFS).
2. Planned activities
The modification of the LOBI test facility started i4 July 1982 and leading to the LOBI-MOD2 facility which
will be terminated in FebruarylMardr 1983.,The subnequent commissioning of the new facility requires at
least two months
The start of the last part of the A l-test prognrnme (available only for BMFT) comprises a total of 12 small
break tests, Before the end of 1984 16 ffiall break tests will be performed, that is iZ Al-tests, 3 A 2.tests and
I Btest. The 12 Al.tests comprise 2 natural circulation tests for single- and twephase flow conditions, 2 inter-
mediate break tests with lWo break size, and 8 small break tr:sts with the break size ranging from A A% $ 2%,
The break location varies between cold leg hot leg and pressurizer.
The A 2' and &tests are not yet specified. 4 Al- and 2 A2-tests will be performed during 1983; the remaining
8 Al., I A 2. and I &tests are scheduled for 1984,
The esse ntial aim of all these tests is to characterize the energ/ tranryort characteristics within the primary
cooling system. These characteristics govern the heat removal from the reactor core and, hence, the core temp€-
rature behaviour under LOCA conditions. ,
Pre'test prediction calculations for all these tests are an essential activity of the LOBI Programme. They represent
an indispensable part of the test preparation and of the restrlrts analy$is allowrng a first test validation by the :
. 
comparison between experimental and calculation results. Po,st test calculations are to be performed in those
cases where either the actual test initial and boundary conditions differ significantly from the specified onesl
or tlte differences between experimental dnd pre-test calculal,ion results ind.ieate the reed for code improvgmenB
and verification.
For the smali breaft calculations, both the RELAPS/MODI and TRAC-PFI cpdes will be used. The requircd
preceeding CDC-I$I8M tonversion of the RELAPS code is scheduted to be tenninated in October 1982.
The corresponding convertbd TRAC code version is expected to become available during 1983.
3. Cdhbaeduu
Belgium
Denmark
Frucc
FRG
Tractbnel, Universit6 Catholique de l,owain
RISp
CEA" C EN-Grenoblc, FmmAtofii€
GRs, Kwu. Interatorq ceneral Automation (Aachcn), Battelle.Ffm., Dornier.system
(Friedrich*rafen)
Qcr
UK
Italy
. Netherlands
USA
Austria
It
' It
,t
UKABA-SR D, [JKAEA-Harwell, NII, CEGB
ENEA, University of Pisa
ECN-Pctten
USNRC, EG&Gtdrho Inc.
Ochsner-Graz
l
R.ELIASII.TTV ANO R,T$K.SVAI,UATTSN
L Objectives
Tlrc main aim of the project is to develop those tools that arr: needed for the carry-over of Probabilistic
Risk Assesrments {PRA). Taking into aecount the many purposes that PRAs may have (from design options
to backiitting) alrd therefore the 
"uany ievels at which PRAs may be performed (from estimaUon of core
melting probability to waluation of the risk to the populatic,n) we tend to focus our limited effort to improve .
PRA procedures in respect to risk management ancl feedback to operator options. Thus two main subprojects
havebeencre.lted:onedealingwiththesetupoftlreEuropeanReliabilityData5ystem(ERDS}theother
focusing on the development of merjrods for LWR aceident rcquence analysi*
Analysis of operational reactor data stored in the ERDS wIt be started iniS8l in order to provide the
necessary informatbn to the further development of accidenrt rnalysig models"
2. Planned activities 
I
a) European Retiability Data System (FR_DI)
ERDS has been structured in the course of its devetopment into four main data banks. A summary description
of the I983 program for each bank is given hereafter.
ggrp:le:!lrltPrqlsSJglAE
Set up of the reference classifications will be terminated by the end of 1983. Also the informatic implementation
of the bank will be ready, so that the analysis of the stored data mcy be e.xecuted. This will make it possible
to start in 1984 a more formal pilot experfunent gn a few porveruu"rtorr.
lqgrry:!9::ses.:r&ps!ts_$r.sj49l$_ :
Various national systems and the central AORS system will be ready for intenogation already at the beginning
of 1983. During 1983 a pilot experiment will be performed in order to tune therarious clacsifications and
criteria; analysis of stored data wi[ also be started to help in defining a policy for data availabi6ty and
publication.
9q'I1!rey1tltltslgeerl(gy!S)_
The computerized system is being set up, infomration coming from various reactors wil! be transcoded in the
reference formats for a pilot testing of the bank.
i9grl"_Btu:ululrrtrtg'_Bl"_El!!qlpi)
Statistical methods for processing of the raw events stored in CBDb'into reliabitity parameters will be implemented.
'ln general one rnay underline that, starting f,rorn next year, the activity in ERDS will be shifted frorn the design
phase to a pilot phase involving on one side a bigger effort in divulging the bank's content and capability(through special workshops) and crn the other, the start of a rnore rysiernatic data analysis, Additional ad hoc
data campaigns may also becorne necessary.
b) LWR. Accident Sequence Analvsis
The activity of this subproject will continue in 1983 with the development of the folloiving methodologies: ,
" Fault tree analysis: improvernent of ttre interaEtive fault tnee construction code SAtp ;d se t up of compo
nent failure models. completicn oi the R.eliabitity Benchnrark Fxercis.
. Eveni, tr*e analysis: finaliza*on cf the f,vent s*qucnce Cc,r*equerrce Speetrurn {ESCS) nut"hodology for t}re
anaiysis of particular accitlent scque$ce$ i* whkh the dyrurnics $f the inciderrt, i* qirni chEracteristics and
the operatu iniffiventbn arc np$ intBCIrtsnt"
Unce rtainty uralysis: further to the achievement of the Response Surfaee Methodology Handbook, other
methods will be investigated and optimised on real cases such as Kalman filters, Latin Hypercrrbe Sampling,
lvlultivariatc RSM. The possibility of reducing the running time of complex safety codes by implernenting
tJrem in ad hoc computer architectures will elso be investigated..
Special trallsie nts: further development and application of the ALMOD code fcr the design of an experi-
mental matrix of special transients in the LOBI circuit will be:Errsued-
3. Collaborations
National research c€ntres and regulatory bodies: CEA, ttKAEA., CRS, EhIEA, NII.
Utilities: EDF, ENEL, CEGB, RWE, VGB, DOEL, KEMA, etc.
Organizations outslde tfte Community: U$NRC, NERC, NPRDS, $PRI, SKI, Vattenfall, JAEF.I.
U}
LWR PRTM ARY CIRC1IIT INTEGRITf
The project is compoxed of two actions: one called Programme for Inspection of Steel Components (PISC)
and Ferformance of Non-Destnrctive Tcstfug Tachniques (NItf) and the other one Primary Circuit Components
Life Prediction.
The first one concentrates on the effectiveness and reliability of In Servbe Jnsneclion (ISI) of Reactor Pressure
Vessels (RPVs). The second sne aims to develop md validate o$'l/5 models of RPV a systematic approach ro
the assessrnent of the residusl life of prcssure components coffibinlng NDT dst*, materials properties,
fracfare mechanics datq loads historhs and statilticsl rnodsls.
2. Planned activities
a) PISC and Performance of NDT
JRC.tspra is involved as Operating Agent and Referee l-aboratory irr the PISC II programnrc upnired by &e
CSNI. Such an action implies for 1983:
. organization of the round robin test of 4 test specimens (about 30 tons of steel) amongst 50 teams of t 5
corntries;
. gathering inspection data and evaluation of results using the JRC PISC II computer code;
. active organiz,ation and execution of parametric studier Qaboratory exercires) to evaluate the importance of:
. the equipment characteflstics
- the defect characteristics
- the cladding characteristics
on defect detection and sizing in welds.
b) himary Circuit Cjmpor,rents Life Prediction
' Thc experimental set up for tests on scale I /5 models of pressure vessel will be completely installed anil
checked (Computer Based Acoustic Emisston System; Data Acquisition System; Automatic Scanner for
ultrasonic inspection from inside; Pressurization System);
. The acceptance and praservice inspections will be made on 3 vessel niodels before starting'the research pro-
gramme on one ofthem. Continuous monitoring by Acoustic Emission and periodic inspections by other
NDI techniques are foreseen;
. The laboratory tests on specimens for characterbing the materlals (SA 533 and SA 508 steels) of the models,
stafted in 1982 will be continrred.
,'Theoretical activig
. The actMty started in l9B2 will be plosecuted, aimecl at evaluating the stress and ternperature distributiong
affecting the wssel models as a consequence of the various loading onditbne Partlcular attention will be
paid to the prablem of thermal shocks;
. A first model for elaboration and analysis of the information and for data handling witt be dev.eloped"
1.,.,
3. Collaboratloni
France
UK
FRC
Italy
CE& Framatonm, EDF, LNE, ECAN, HCN, CEtlM, Crzunt
UKAEA, CEG4 WI, SRD, B&W, RR, NtI
IZFP, BAM, CRS,I(WU, MPA, Manne$nann, KtltU, Unfu. Munich, t.lntv. $tuttgart
SNEI, ENEA' cNR, c$q BREDA, Unlv. Mf,an, Univ. Pt$ .,r,. .
'*6
I
Bclgium Vinqotte, Cockerill
Denmark [nMI, RISO
Netherlands RTD, Neratom, Univ. Delft, Rotterdam Nucl. BV, KEMA
Finland VTT
sparn recnnatom" CINSA, Equipos Nucleares
Sweden ERC (Studwik), TRC
USn NBS, USNRC, 6e, Wesfinghoule, EFRI, B&W, CBl, BNW; S'lltRl, SWRI, NES
Canada AECL
Japan I lHl Japan Steel and 15 other groups , , l
lnternational IlW, tSO, OECDNEA (CSNr) , ' ' l
lll '_
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PHENOMENA REL.ATED TO ENERGY RELEASE IN I,}IFBRS
(Iiultiphase Multifl uid,Thermohydraulics)
l. Objectives
Tlils programme is concerned with the evaluation of the mechanisms of the core expansion prccess following
a severe core disruptive accident in LMFBRs" Such an accident is highly improbable, but the potential consequences
for public safefy are such that there is a need for increased realism in the nodelling and calculational techniqres
available, founded on a broader experimental basis thsr exists at present.
The programme consists of two parts The frst is analytical in nature and is concerned with the development
and improvenrent of models and codes for the description of core bubble expansion. The second is designed
to supply experimental information regardihg basic physical rnechanisms in the core expansion process, to i,
support the theoretical effort, and will errentually lead to the perfotm*nce of rnore realistic simulant experil
ments with reactor rnaterials and posibly with reactor geometry.
2. Ftanned activitfus :.'
a) ThcoreticalProgramme
.+-
The SIbIMER code, rvhich is available at the JRC by agreement with the USNRC, will be used both as a global
analytical tool and as a framework v,rithin which more deiailed rnoil"els of individual processes can be inreorporated.
fite theoretical developments will include;
. Analysis and modification of the SIMMERcode to irnpro're the physical realism of its representation of the
core material expansion process and to improve the numerical solution techniques employed. In particular
the removal or mitigatbn of purely numerical artefacts in the code predictions is seen as a key problem; .
. Tlre creation and validation of detailed mo&ls fsr inf,luential mechanisrns which are poorly rnodelled in
codes qf the SIMMER type" Entrainment at the core bubble interface is a very important e*ample which will
be treated in 1983;
. . The analysis of the frst simulant expansion experinrcnts to be performed in the experimental part of this
programme. The analysis is expected to lead to further model development a$ discrepancies between cal-
culation and measurement arise;
. Use of $IMMER for the calculation of post-disassembly sequefices for a.range of initial conditions and for a
' 
selection of reactor pornetries of interest in a European context. Thts ehould help to define the clas of cop-
ditions and mechanisms which is of greatest interest from the safety point of view. 
:
b) Experimental.Programrne
The basic physics experirfients whictr comprise the first stage of the ,ixperimentat programme will be desigred to i
investigate the flow parameters in a multiphase $ystem including phase velocities, temperatures, firass fluxes and
pr€ssure drops. In particular, during 1983, the first of a series of sirnble experiments will be carried out in which
the expansion of core materials through the upper breeder structures of the core and ort into the sodium pool
pill bc investigated using scaled models and simulantmaterials.
Special attcntion witl be paid to msasurement technlques in s mutiipluse environment.
3. Cofiaborations
An attempt will be rnade to develop r programtne agreed among tll lhose organisations in the Community which
already now have a ssnall rtaff working in this pertkular area and with similar objectires (e.g. KFK, UKAEA,
CENG). Continuoug effictent coopera{on with USNRC spoasorcd aptivities in lros Alamos is rlso foreseen. '
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POST ACCIDENT HEAT nrubvll (PAIIR)tN LMFBRs
l. Objectives
The rescrrch on Post Accident Heat Removal (PAHR) includes:
l) :rn in-pile project for the study of debris bed coolability;
2) the construction and operation of an out-of.pile facility for the investigation on molten pool and other
relevant PAf IR phenomena.
By mcrns of PAI-lR-in-pile experiments the behaviour of debris beds, as they are supposed to form within the
primary containrnent of an LMFBR after a hypothetical accident, is studied. The aim is to learn how to aszure
the stability of the inner reactor stnrctures and to ggarantee the final integrity of the primary containment.
In order to obtain representative and well-defined PAHR conditions, the effect of decay heat is simulated by 
',
mcans of neutron fission.
The main objective of the test programme is to quantify heat removal upwards and downwards as a function of
test pararnet€rs. A detailed study of bed behaviour and resulting phenomena such as bed channelling, onset of
dry.out, and steel melting will also be undertaken. Last but not least, these tests should be used to verify and
validate models and codes describing bed behaviour.
ln.pile tests are under way at SANDIA (USA) in the frame of a collaboration contract with USNRC and PNC
Japan. Ttre European programme, started in 1981, has been conceived to be complenrentary to the SANDIA tests.
Beds of UO2 and stainless steel particles will be studied and the test sections are desigrred to allow for local
melting of bed constituants (SS, UO2 or SS plus UO2). The fust European tests are foreseen for the beginning of
1984.
Outof-pile activities will be concentrated on the use of a t00 kg UO2 melting facility which has been designed
as a multipurpose plant for investigatbns in the areas of formation and cooling of molten pools, the uralysis of
thermomechanical loads on core catcher structures, fuel freezing and channel plugging phenomena and further
analysis of large mass fuel coolant interactions including tho study of fuel debris formation and settlement.
2. Planned activitires
a) ln-pile experiments
Two parts have to be distinguistred:
. D'evelopment of the in-pile test seetions with cooling circtrits, safety barriers, control and data acquisition sys
tems (Grcnoble and Mol sites responsability). Qualified crucible development, with related material research
programmes, is also included to assurc the feasibility of the 3 test stageq i.e.:
- F-l Study of partial or total Nadry-outof the bed and local steel melt(max Tabort 1550oC)
- E-2 Study of Na vaporization and partial or total SS melting iri'a mixed bed (max T about 1800"C)
. E-3 Study of Na vaporizatiorr, SS melting hntl partial UO2 nplting
In order to tackte such an ambitious test programme, an out of.pile back-up programme is performed in different
European laboratories and at JRC irr the following areas:
. crucible development
. development oi Uts protecting tubes
. development of instumentation: Utg virualbation, Na level indicator
. phenomenological studies.
In addition the JRC will continrr the research on material compatibility and on model development.
During 1983 the preparation of F-l tests (et Mol and Grcnobls) will be completed (the Fl tests are foreseen for
thc beginning of 1984) and ln pardlel the prepantion of the S2 gerieswill be initiated.
,cji'
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b) !1g!-aet{Po,. ogf"Jegg-ggjliU
Itt 1983 cxperitnctrts for the validation of mdten poo! models will be performed in the large fuel rnelting
facilitl' FARO, dcsigned to melt 100 kg of UO2. The installation will then be used for tests in which the melt
is releuscd from the oven and enters in the test section BLOKKER. The objective is to study problems of
freezing, plate erosion and thermomechanical loads. ln parallel the construction of the test section TER.MOS,
in which the melt is released in Na, will be completed. In this test section studies on large mas.s fragmentation,
particulate formation and settling, and thermomechanical loads on catcher structures will be perforrrred.
In addition, the design study of the test section FR"AGOR srill be continued in t9g3. By means of FRAGOR,
tlte possibility of violent UO2lNa interactions according to the therrnat detonation model will be investigated.
Development and validation of computer codes related to them studies will continue. The codes will be used
for analysis of tlte out of-pile tests and support will be given to the desigrr of the various test sections.
3. Collaborations
The development of the test sections and the execution of t.he in-pile tests are contracted to the reactors:
. BR'3 at CEN-SCK Mol, Belgium I
. Melusine at CEN-Grenobte. France.
Crucible development and the material research pro$arnme ar€ being carried out under contract throughout
the member counties (Lrfargo Montrougc, CEAFontenay-aruc-Ro$es, (IKAEA-Harwell, Interatom).
Tlp research progtamrne for the outof-pile facitity ls strongly linked to national programmes performed by
cEA, KfK, ENEA.
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ITIATERIAL PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURAL BEHAVIdJR (LMFBRs)
l. Objectives
The pretliction of the behaviour of reactor materials and stnrctures is of utmost irnportance f,or normal reactor
operating as well as reactor accident conditions. The programme executed so far for LMFBRs included the de
velopment of material constitutive rclations ln dynamic and static conditions for virgin and damaged materials
involving the study of radiatiron damage, creepfatigue and cracks. An experimental and analytical progtamme
or1 liacture mechanics has also been started"
In the future, the coherence of the above-mentioned activities will.!e intensified and the anal;rtical effort will
be increased by including in this drapter the development of the 2 ind 3D structure analysis codes.
Moreover, it is worth noting that the JRC in the past has pedormed work under contract to determine dynamli
material properties; In thc future the JRC could become a reference laboratory, using the many installations
already available and the large dynamic materid testing maeiine under construction.
2- Planned activitbs
a) Creep.fatigue interaction
In 1983 the following experimental and theoretical activities are forcseen:
. Creep-fatigue tests (strain controlled) under different conditions.(T =550oC, push-pull parameters, geometry
of the sampleg notched and unnotched specimens); 
,
. Assessment of damage built up under the various experimental conditiora and development of suitable non-
destructive and destructive damagc detection methods (density mea$rrements and quantitative metallography
analysis);
. Development of constitutive equationg that is equations describing the macroscopic beharriour of the material
from a purely phenomenological point of view; '
. lntroduction of the damage laws in constitutive eqrations;
. Development of mathematkal models for predicting damage due to combined effects of creep and fatigue.
b) Fracture mechanics'
The FM autivity deals essentially with the evaluation of irradiation damagdon austenitic steels. FM tests will be
run on specimens irradiated in the HFR (Petten), in &e PHENX reactor (Cadarache). Side-grooved specimens
will be irradiated in HFR in order to check the sensitivity of the tearing modulus to the degree of out of plane
cons$aint of the crack tip, Additional irradiations are planned on differently shaped specirnens.
An analytical Elastic Hastic Fracture Mechanics effort on crack grourth modelling will be carrbd out in parallel. 
,
Tests on part-through cracked cylinders in AISI 316 SPA submitted tb axial forces will be terminated. These :
tests are run in the frame of a collaboratbn contract with Novatorne (France).
c) Plg,f'""tggl_b"h"tirg :
The specific actions of this prograrnme are the following:
. Tensile tests under various strai*rates (1tr6 - l0r f I ) and te mperature (20 . 800'C) conditions;
. Uniaxial tensile tests, using Hopkinson's bar devices, on small crossseetion specirnens of reactor materials in
virgin md damaged conditions, at strain rates ranglng botween I 0't and 103 s'l , temperatures up to service
and accidental conditions, together with an attempt to give an interpretation of the basic mechanisrn of the
.phcnomena;
. Multiaxiat tests in order to vcrlry.yielding and fractutc crlteda with an effort to analyse stress and strain con.
ditions during tes8;
. Experiments on large tpcclmens in ordcr to- verrfy the appticabllity of constitutfre equations determined by
the preceedlng tcdoru to extrtlrry lrrge rtucturcri uiing ths ry€gid h{gh load multiurtsl dynamb testing ,
devicc.
j. f"l,;l,lh+r 
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PROCRAi\IlltE : A.l. REACTOR.SAFETY
Resources for t983 - Summary tablc'
3
Project
Speci fi c Appropriations (KECU) Researclt
mell
Operating
expenditure
Investments Contracts Total
Super Sara
LOBI
Reliability and Risk
Evaluation
Primary Circuit tntegrity
1302
490
20
160
4441
200
15
ll0
733
150
223
100
6476
840
258
370
1'r1
5B
to
a1
I&
aJ
Enerry Release
PAHR
- In-Pile
- OurofPile
Material Behaviour
70
1000
201
263
170
140
.85
70
5240
80
50
140
6410
421
398
10
19
39
30
Total 3506 sl6t 6646 15313 326
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A.3. PROGRAMME SAFETY OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS
i
INTRODUCTION r
T1,c lilel disposd of radiotctive waste is uncloubtedly o,ne of tlie rnifjor issues of nuclsar enet$/', and.se'
veral pro;ccts for waste disposat, particularly concerning stable c,ontinental geological formatiotls sucll as
srlt. gliiv'and hard rocks hive been under study in the European Ccmmunity for rnany years'
Sucl projccts could probably. be implernented in a relatively small number of years, but djfficulties and
{chys ari: being encountcre<l'duc to public opposition to any in-situ activity, even of a scientific na"uie'
DispgsrI of lish lcvel waste in geological forrnations unrlerlying tlie deep scean is an adtlitional option whicir
is grinirrg interest at the international level.
Tlrc c. li.c. pol iclu irrwaste ffianagcmenihasbeen thatc,f a strongsupport to the rlcvelellment attd acceptattce i
rrf rvlsr.e. disposll practices. Both J.R.C. ald contracrual activitie,s have been uttdcr rvay since 19?3 and 1975
rcsocctivelv and r l2-ycar Plan of Actlon approved by the Council irr 1980 assures continuity bf R&D acti
vitics until 1992.
The rrli.ilrrr:u:cs r:f clcveloping waste manage:nent practicesat a Communit-v level are evident. and indeed the 
-
I 1.1'clr t lln uf .dction 
"lso 
J,rtn,rt, the Cirrnirrission with a r.vider role of coordination in the develcpmettt of '
wastc lnarlaljenrent pr:licies at the Commurrity level.
Tlrc J.R.C. piogrtmtne has essenriatly derlt rvitlr the longterrn $afety aspects of radiouctils rvastc rn;ulagcrnent
unci dre.,,.,iniryof thc J.R.C. lrasconsiderably contribuied to i:roviding the necessary scientific basis to tlte
C.E.C. policv itr thisarea.
In rire lr()80 - 83 progralnmc the main objectives lverc:
tJrr: rsscsuncnt of tl-re long-tenn safety of geological disposal;
. rJre optirnazaiion of the aiBha-ruorr" ,nonog€ment mainly takhg into account cosl and [ong'tcrm safety'
g11qi1 sirjc.crivcs maintaiu tficir valiclity, an{ i1 principle the programme would not require I substantial re' .
orienrarion. l!orver.s1, the necessity of reinforcing the Super-Sara project rviih chemical antl radiochenrical
elr-grncering e,xperts. wlrich are found in lirnitcd numbers al lspla. imposes the need to terminate soolier
thin cxpectcd tlte activities on optiflization.of alpha-waste management strategies, and particularly the ex-
pcrlrnentl|tctiyityonchemicalieparatior,ofactinidesfromwaste'{Pro.iectActinideSeparation).
lvlinor reorientariorls are proposed tor the stfucr activities rrf the programme, which is now stronEly oriented
tervlrds ihc asssssinent of the safety of rac{ioactive rvaste disposat in continental geological forrnations and
into rlre s:abed.
Tlrrre are several rccsons rvhy a rcinforccment of activities conincct'ed rvith-risk evalrtalion of geological div
posal should occur:
. tir'stt.v <lururg 1982 the C.E.C. initiated a coorclinated action.on Performanie Assessrnent of Geological
lsol:rtion S;-stclrrs (action PACIS). The J.R.C. is strongly engaged in this tction, which involves both di-
rcct activity at the J.ll.C. and cost-sharing contractual activilty; 
.
, secondll' thc rcsults of dreoretical cvaluations on tJre long.term safety clf disposal must be supported by
expcrrmcntal studics wlrich a.re rather dif ficult, duc to the nlanx paratneters irtvolved und the rreccssily
of extrapolating tlrc results of laboratory experimcrrts to much longcq timc scales (hundreds or tliousarlds
of ycurs ). 
r
ln such studics the J.ll.C. had a pioneel'ing aciiviiy in the Cornmunity, and the teams involved have been
panicularly activc in the difticutt tosk of designing longtenn experirncnts on barrier behaviour and tran.s-
latins them into mcthematical models for risk assessment.
. 
' thirrJly iire incrcasing interest with subseabed tlisposal suggesti that thi experimental effort for this option '
on thi bctraviqur of barrien. shculd be upgraded 
:
Tire progrsrnrne is organisccl for 1983 in thrce projects:
I ) Risk eraluation. Thc shrdies rvill be I imited tq the rislc related to rvaste disposal, and thcy wiil rtot
inclutlc optinrZation of waste arising by rnotlification oli the fuel cycle;
hotective barriers. The project rvill study the value of natural and man-made barriers which assure
tltc corttinemcnt of ndionuclides withirr the geosphere. It will include the study of the stability ol'
vlrious wpes of rvaste conditioning antl the co.ntinuation of experiments on thc interaction oi radi+
nuclidcs with geological media. including dcep sea scdinrerits; .
ActhirJe monitoring. Tire study for the application of non destructive radiometric methads to the
monitoring rnd control ot'xcrinides will be continued without maior rnodi{ications.
,|
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RISK EVAI.UATION
l. Objectives
The objectives of dris project are:
. to develtip adequate uethodologies for the asscssrnent of the long-term risk, troth linked to dispr.:sal
of wcste into gcological fbrrnations, and into the ser.bed;
. to tcst tlrenr through application to specific waste disposal situaiions;
. ta trtiliz.c tlicnt in the coordinated P/.GIS actiorr developed in the framework of the Comrnunity Plan ofAction. 
,
2. Planued activities 'i
Tlte main !'eaturcs of the mcthodolory have been previously defineci. They consist of:
, idcritificatic'n of rclease scenarios, <iivicling risk rrnalysis into probabiliiy an<t cor,sequei!ce analysis;
. ar.loption of prolrabilistic mcldElsi analytical codes'and Monte Carle simuiations are both ur-i.liz-erl tc.r
treat rincerteinties in input data.
Thc ,;ollabirration wit'h the CENiSCI(, Mol, has allowed ilre rnetliodologr to be tested oil a sireciiic site.
Thc activiry for the ycar 1983 rvill be mainly directeci tovrards:
. conrpleting a nn'Jci of consequence analysis for tJre Boom clay forination, inchiding norinai eu()lu:i-in 
.
analysis and lreatment of data uncertainVi ' 
.i,*
.upgraclingtlrenrodelsof;adieinrrclidernigration,takingintoaccounit1rt:rcsrrl|sofi}ree.xperinretrts
carried out in the iniiial part of the programrne;
. irnprovirrg morlclling activities on alpha-contaminated wa$te.
In the frame of the PACIS action, a special effort will be done in intercomparison and ccnfrontation of
mcthodologies for risk analysis, and in assuring a cornmon data base.
3. Collabor:ations
The collaboration with CEN/SCK, Mol (Belgium), is being continued, to teit the risk analysis methodologier
on the Belgian experimental site. Exchanp of information and cooperation with national laboratories is
under way through the PAGIS action.
,{
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PROTECTTVE BARRIERS
;
l. Objectives
ln rlrc colccpt of a niultiple proiective barrier system against thre migration to the biosphcre of radionuclides
rvhich iravc becn disposecl in a gcoiogical forrnatibn, an important role is played by thc conditioning of the
wtstc rnd tire capability of rete ntion 9f ratlionuclides by the Surrounding geological mcdia'
The rvork proposc4 in this project vrill produce data concerning; ihe release of radionuclidss from th'e waste
ri'dcr corrditions sinrulating thc various types of disposal and tlrreir interaction with Seological media: the-se
tlatl. rcquired as irrput for irathcmatical nrodeis, are essntial fi:r the riqk evaluation of gcological d'isposal
(sce Project Iiisk Evaiuation).
Tiris work is a continuation of the rctivity presently in progresq in coordination with the corresponding
cost-sharirtg co ntractual activities
1 Ptanned rctivrties
Long- tcrrrr stability of conditiorted u'astc
completiorr of the work on ra-did.tion damage of borosilicatr: glesses;
Experimegtal tests and deveiopment of models for the long-term'leaching qf various materials used for i
the conr.litioning of HLW and MLW: porosilicate glass, concrete, bitumen.
Tire torinatjorr, composition anci stability of the surface layer of borosilicate glasses will be particularly
investigated.
Igtc:391p" "i'"dt""r"ligjt* 99{gg,-
Assessment of the physicochemical forms of radionuclides leached'out frorn.conditioned waste:
Study of the retarriation of their migation towards the biosphere caused by their interaction with
geological media.
trr relation to disposal in clay, salt and s.rbseabed, simulation experiments will be q'rried out for normal
repo si to ry conditions and hypo the tical accidental scenarios.
3. Collaborations
The plannecl activities are carried out in strict coordination witir simikir cost'sharing contractual activities
of thc C.E.C. p.ogr"**r;;ii"b*;il;; *irL fiN/SCI! Mol and PSE, Germanv are in progress conceraing
disposal in clay and salt respectively.
a)
b)
rl
5 B/
g
a)
ACTINIDE MONITORING
l. Objectives
The proposed activity is mainly directed to solve problems of Pu monitoring in radioactive waste. The
plutonium monitoring in radioactive waste is required for the accountability of plutonium and for the
control of nucleor security and radiological safety during the handling and storage of plutonium-bearing
wastes.
The plu tonium monitoring in radiorctive waste requires the development of non-destructive radiometric
techniques, based on neutron and gamma moasurcments
The preseltt proposal is a continuation of the activities currently in progress at the J.R.C. in close colla
boration with national laboratories.
2, Planned actMties
lnterprelatign4rnggF
Review of the state of art in the intorpretation of radiometric alphe-waste mca$urements, especially of
neutron signal time corretation techniques;
Edition oftechnical guides for analysis of alpha-waste monitoring systems. I
b) Reference monitors r
. Development of reference monitors for alpha-was$ $rearnsi
. calibration services for routine monitor*
c) Integral experiments in nuclear planb
. Evaluation of error statistics;
. Determination of systematlc errors of in.plant monltoring syEtems. i
d) Participation to interlaboratory tests
3. Collaborations
A collaboration has been estiblished with the Nuclear Power Development Establishment (DNPDE) of
UKAEA for the calibration and interpretation of the plutonium monitoring system of the Dounreay re-
procesing plant.
The J.R.C. will contribute to the organization and execution of an'interlaboratory comparison on pluto.
nium determination in waste dnrms, with the participation of several Community laboratories.
A collaboration with ALKEM is in preparation in ordcr.to confront the Pulse to Pulse Time Conelation
fura|ysismethodwiththcpresentlyusedteclrniques(striftregirter,vDc).
PROGRAMME : A.3. SAFETY OF r.iLtCI"EAR MATERIAIS
Resources for 1983 - Summarv table
Projecl
Speiilic Appropriations (I{ECU} Research
men
Operating
expenditures
Irwestmenb Contracts Total
Risk evaluation
Protective barriers
Actinide monitoring
l5
r27
40
155
60
s0.
30
332
7Ct
9-
an
6
Total 182 t55 140 477 42
ANNEX 4 . .
Optnions of the Relevant Committees
:
t. r,
d
i//F
OPINION EXPRESSED BY THE GENERAI, ADVISORY COMMITTEE CONCERNING THE REORIEMATION
OF THE JRC PROGRAMME DURING ITS MEETING OF APRIL 28,1982.
During tfte meeting of the General Advisory Committee on 28 April, 1982, the Director General of the JRC pre'
sented proposals which aim at:
, the integration of the JRC programme in &e overall strategy of Community research and development and
the framework progamme which is being constructed;
. coming to terms without delay with the *rortage of both financial and manpower resourc€s in the conduct of
the project Super-Sara;
. maintaining a balance between tlre different areas of research in which ths JRC b working;
. 
. 
increasing the efliciency of the JRC and improving the impact of its re$lts by a further concentration on currdnt
intportant themes
The Committee:
l. Whilst regretting that the real situation of this progrirmme execution has been rwealed so late, expresses its
$tisfaction for the qlality of the preparatory work which has led to tlie re-evaluation of the Super-Sara
project
,2,. Judges that the match between financial and manpower resources and the programme proposals is probably far
' more realistic than wc the case of the previous Commission proposals"
3. Requests the JRC to examine once more the contents and the balance between the components of the reac.
tor safety progfamrne.
4. Insists that whatever the resources finally made available to the JRC, they should allow the proper execution
of the apprwed programmes, taking account of the best estimates of ttre real needs for this execution.
Were present:
Belgium
Denmark.
F.R of Gerrneny
Greece
France
Irel,rnd
Italy
Ltuembtmrg
The Netherlands
ttnited Kingdorn
S. Amelinckx (Chairman), P. De Meester, F.'Braibani and M.R. Reniers
N. Hansen
W. Klose
D. Deniozos
B. Bailly du Bois, J. Gaussens and P. Tanguy
C. Cunningham, B. O'hnnell snd J. Graherirl :
C. Mancini and C. Castelli r..
J. Removille
J.A. Goedkoop and A. Geven
G.H. Stevcru, J.B. Ingram and J. Willismg
G1_
OPINION EXPRESSED BY THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE On EURATOivI CON-
CERNING T}IE R.EOR.IENTATION OF T'}TE 
'RC 
PROGRAMME DIJRING TT'S MEETING OF 30th
APRIL I982.
The Committee regretted being put in a position '{-o express an opinion on this difficult subject al such *rort.
notice which did not give nrembers either time or information to assess in suf{icient depth the reiative merits
of the various components of t\e total research progranrme"
However, it was thc majority view that the Super-Sara Project should proceed and it is our strong reconrmen-
dation in view of the doutrts brought about by the changed circumstances in terms of money and manpower
that a final decision and authority to commit the necessary manpoqter and finance be taken at the earliest
possible date to maintain the project,mornentum.
The Committee:
l. Recognizes the technical and financial interest of the Super-Sara project for the reactor manufacturers,
the utilities and the licensing authorities.
2. Recognizes that the rezults expected from &e Super.Sara test programme are complementary to the work
going on in other research establisirments.
3. l!'hile it could not express a quantitative opinion on the resourqes necessary, recomrnends however that
the Commission use their best endeavours to:
a) limit additional permanent staff as far as posible;
b) draw on external qualified manpower;
c) make use wherever posible of existing rnanpower working on non-nuclear programmes;
d) avoid reducing unduly the Fast Breeder Reactor pfogramme.
4. Supports in broad outline the proposed rearrangernent of the Nuclear Component of ihe programme.
The Committee expressed concern at the risk to progrannne and costs of the remaining unknowns and in parti-
cular stressed the need for timely completion of the safcty case urd of the elearance of this with the licensing
The Committee stressed the need to engure that in tris uea of safety and safety analysis the resources necess4ry
strould be made available to the project.
The Committee concluded by stressing the importance fq the Community if safe and successful completion of
the Super-Sara programme
Were present:
Bclgiun
Francc
F.R. of Germrny
lrdand
Italy
&ecce
Unlted Kingdom
t l.
J. Goens I
L Hororritz and J.C. Leny
A. Birkhofer and H. Trenkler
C.F. Delaney
A.M. Angdini, G. Cesoni and B. Guenini
M.G.:Angclopqil$
F.W. Fcnning, RH. Gotq, DC. L$tb (Chairman) and D.R Lomer
&
OPINTON EXPRESSEN BY THE ADYTSOR.Y COMTV{ TTEE ON I,R,OGRAMME MANACEil{EITT
"REACTOR SAFETY'' DUR.ING ITS MEETING OF 5 -6 ruLY, t982
In its rnceiing on 5 antl 6 July the ACMP-iteactor Safety has tried tc re+xamine the SSTF with ttre aim to for'
mulatelprelirninarycpinionontieproposedI.983revisionofth*programrne.
An acivice will be elaborated in a furil,her meeiing to tre ccnv6ned in due time bef'ore the ne:ri meeting of the Council
in November 1982.
The discussion was eonducted follow-ing a list of prrints outlined in Mr.. Dinkespiler's letter to the Chairman of the
ACMF. Tlris letter rvas distribute d as a hand-sui to sll members of the Cornrnittee during ttre meetin.g. Point 1. 1. was
discussetl separateiy, whereas points 1.2. ta 1.,?.were discussed together. (Foints 1,6. and L.7.*'terc analysed only '
superticially due to the iack of time).
The members of the Committee regret the substa"ntial detray and tlte request by the Comrnission for additional staff
which is autlined in tlr'e mait recent docutnents of the ITF' Acccrding to the ma,iority of the rnernben the delay
reduces the value of the progrimr-ne.
Some additional points were made:
. by the Italian delegation which stated its agreemenf with the p roposals of the Commision;
. by the F'rench delegati.on which stated that the progralyrne is still valid but orrly provided tkat ilee first test is
carried out Ln 1985;
. by the UK and Danish delegaticns which wish to re-examine f}.e programm.e in the light of an updaied view of
present needs in accordance with tJie recommendaticns tc be provided by the Ad [{oc Working Grcup.
Coriceming ihe discussions on points 1.2. ta 1.5. the majority cf ihe Comrnittee could. not agree Ln supporting 'Jre
increase of staff and budget {with regard to the Council Decision of &{ay tr981, Doc. ATO 46) as requested b}' the
Commission for the execution of the "consensus progtramme".
The feasibility aspects have been extensively discussed and if was idsa stated tb.at scrne basic technicat clifficulties in
the execution of the programme have still to be solved. i
The Cerman deLegation subrnitted a pap€r zummarizing its major concefi).s on technical difficulties.'The Committee
concluded that any technical difficulties should be analysed furtherr in the Ad Hoc Expert Working Group.
On tJre basis of the above general remarks, the m.ajority of the Committee agreed on a list of topics to be analysed
before the next ACMP meeting, making use of the expected contributions from the Ad Hoc Working Group and of
1.i,1:::Tflj::"#:l,:XTlljJlT,|,ffi:l", sare(y needs, w*h identincation orpossibre auernative
tests in the SS plant under construction;
- Possibility of adopting a more realistic strategy from the poirtt of view of technical feasibility by carrying out the
programme on a stage-by-stage basis with the aim to reduce staff and budget requirernentr as compared to the do.
cument of the Commision COM(82)250.
tl
Gcr-
OPINION E}ORESSED BY THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMME MAI.{AGEMENT "ITIANAGE&TENT
AND STORAGE OF RADIOACTTVE WASTE" DURING ITS MEETING OF 7th .8th JULY. 1982
The ACPITI "Management and Storage of Radioactive Waste" reviewed'the activities of the JRC on the matter
(programme "safety of Nuclear Materials") and discussed the proposal for its revision for 1983 during the meeting
held in Ispra on Tth and Sth July 1982.
The approved 1980 . 1983 programrne is organized into four projccts, namely:
l. Risli Evaluation
2. Protective Barriers
3. Actinide Separation
4. Actinide Monitoring 
,
Thc proposal of the JRC for 1983 envisages the termination ofactivities on project 3 (actinide separation) by the :
end of 1982. with a partial reallocation of personnel within the remaining plojects, and a transfer of 10 research.men
to the Super-SARA Project to cope with their necessity of radiochemical and ertgineering competences. The staff on
the programme would then be reduced from 52 to 42 research-men, and this reduction is maintained in the Proposai
of Guidelines for the 1984 - 1987 progralnme.
On such proposal the ACPM has expressed the follorving opinion:
l. The ACPM is not competent to judge on priorities among different programme's and on distribution of available
staff and competence amorlg them. It expresses however unanimously'great concem and strong reservations on
the proposal of the Commission to reduce the effort of the Programme "Safety of Nuclear Materials" by a total
reduction of the staff as liigh as 2O To,with loss of competences which.are of great importance for tire prograrrrme.
Waste Nlanagement is a key issue of nuclear erlerry, and the JRC activity, as a laboratory which is indeperrdent
from national options and constraints, has always been considered by the ACPI4 as r:f considerable ilnportarce
at Comntunity level. A reduction of the level of effort for the final year of the progarnme wili cause danages
to programme activities which may be impossible to recover in the future.
2. The Cornmittee also expresses strong reseryations on the proposed termination of all activities on actinide sepa-
ration from waste (project 3).
The Committee considers that the OXAL process developed by JRC may usefully be applied on actinide se-
paratjon for medium level liquid waste and it may lead to an importurt decrease of alpha waste arising. It re-
commends therefore that the development and evaluation of the process be maintained. The ACPM considers
particularly important the continuation of cost/benefit evaluations of actinide separation processes, into a wider
frame of studies of waste management strategies which are considered of higliimportance at Community level.
3. As regards the activities of the other projects of the programme the opinion of the Committee is as fbllows:
Project I : Risk Analysis. This project is considered of highest priority, given the necessity of creating European
conscnsus on risk evaluation of proposed disposal practices. The activity of the JRC in the frame of the Com"
munity Action on Performance Assessment of Geological Isolation Systems EAGIS) i's a focal point for Com-
munity actions in this field and it has always been highly appreciated by the ACPM who recommends that this
activity be at least maintained at the present level of effsrt. i ',
Froject 2 : Protective Barriers, gives the necessary scientific background to risk evaluation. The ACPfot particular-
ly appreciates the intimate links between the theoretical and experimental activities of, JRC, which prcrrnises
that risk evaluations will have the necessary scientific bases to withstand any possible criticism. The Committee
appreciates the cooperation which has been established between national and JRC activities in the frame of
the coordinated research programme on radionuclide migration.
Project 4 : Actinide Monitoring. This project has produced important information for desigr and control of
actinide monitoring systems and the ACPM has particularly appreciated the application of the theoretical
models developed by.JRC to the practical situation of the DNPDE at Dounreay.
The ACPM considers tlrat the contribution of the JRC to the intercomparison exercises on determination of
Pu in solid waste is of greatest impprtance and it recornmends that $uch actions be not put into difficulties by
a reduction of staff in this project
&ANNEX 5
Financial Sheets
N.B. ! These tables are an extract
from the 1983 budget.
IAs compared to the Council
Deelsion's annex (page 28 of the
Prqposal), they take into account
the residuale from the L977-198A
Progranme.
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ANNEX 6
PLACE OF SUPER-SARA IN THE MOSAIC OF SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS
IN EUROPE AND IN AMEIIICA
Iri tlre commercial light water reactors the fuel elemernts are3.6m (12 feet) long antl are
macte up of 289 rods. In order to make the loss of coolant tests significant and teptesettta-
tive, it is important that the rod length be near to thrat of cornmeicial reactors and tltat
ihr:'central rods at least are subjectecl to conditions ivhich are as close as possible to tlie
real oncs.
"tr-he Super-Sara experiments will be carried out with 32 fuel rods 2 m long. Witir 32 rods
the 4 central rods undergo conditions which are very close to those in power reactors.
Two types of experiment are planned:
a) Lurge lsreaks
llhe Super-Sara project can be compared with:
. FR.2 l(arlsruhe: experiment cornpleted. Only one fuel rod was considered. It was int+
resting because irradiated elements were used;
. PBF (Fower Burst Facility) Idaho Falls, USA: as in'the prece.ding case tirere is only onc
fuel rod;
. LOFT ldaho Falls, USA: this involves a full reactor and therefore it is an integral expe-
riment. the total outcome of which is of considerable interest but does not lend itself
to a substantial anallitical interpretation of the results. Super-Sara, on the otlter hand. is
entirely devoted to the analytical aspect;
. PI{EBUS Cadaraclte: involves 25 fuel rodg 80 cm long. Complementary experiments
could be carried out at the two installations of Cadarache and Ispra;
. NRU: experiment {inanced by the USNRC in Canada with British participation.
Involves 32 rods 3.6 m long However, this experi:ment only analyses one phase of the
accident while it is envisaged that Super-Sara will analysi: ihe complete sequence.
b) Severe luct rtanngc (severely degraded core)
'['his is the most irnportant part of the Super-Sara project. There are only two sirnilar projects:
. PBF (ldaho Falls. USA): like Super-Sara PBF can employ 32 fuel rods, but only 90 cnr :
long. Also it is explicitly foreseen that Super-Sara will examine the deformations of
the fucl cladding and the eiements of boiling water reactors, while PBF is limited to pre-
surized water reactors;
. PHEBUS, Cadarache: to our knowledge, not yet riecided upon. Smaller fuel dirnensions
than in Super-Sara (see point a).
Conclusiorr
In the field of large breaks the Super-Sara results will confirm the data obtained out-of-pile
and in LOFT, PHEBUS and NRU, providing a more thorough analysis.
For Scvere Fuel Damage, Super-Sara's contribution ir; unique on several points.
It complements the experiments in PBF.
aL
/40
Thcre are considerable possibilities for collaboration with the other European prografiunes
(Phebus, Karlsruhe and UKAEA).
There is continuing keen American interest. It is true that the Reagan administration has
cnt the coresponding budget, 6ut the overall public research trudget has been cut in tlie
same way.
The JRC could contribute to the diffusiorr in the Member Countries of, fl" *: i''vp16fi6n
received from the USA programrnes in cornpensation of the Super-Sara results.
4e
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ANNEX 7
ACTION OF TRAINING AND EDUCATION FOR DEVELOPTNG COUNTRIES
t. Structure
The lnstitute will be made up of: i
a) a staff structure and permanent management (within the duration of the Institute's
programme which is a temporary and reversible project) made up of JRC statf;
b)aninfrastructureprovidedbythehost.Establishment,orlentforadurationequiva-
lent to the duration of the approved programme;
c) a logistics service provided by the host Establishment, or contracted out;
d) an external teaching body provided by national organisations, by means of detach-
ments. collaboration contracts,.service contracts (supply of "turnkey" courses and
audiovisual products) or expert contracts;
e) lectures lent by other JRC Services or by the Commission;
f) experts provided by the JRC, directly or by contracts, for participation in group pro
j ects:
g) a social service provided either by JRC agents or eontracted out and covering lodgings,
food and leisure activities.
2. Fields of teaching and training
The Institute will be organised in two sections:
a) Elgry-9:gltgl
devoted to energy planning and the rational use of renewable energies;
b) Natural Resources Section
devoted to remote sensing and to data bases and models for the rational management
of natural resources (agricultural resources, water resources, land management, etc.).
3. Activities
The Institute will organise:
a) course programmes corresponding to the two sections above;
b) practical work on computers or in the field;
c) periods in the JRC laboratories;
cl) 
. 
complementary stucly periods at other laboratofles or institutls;
e) research theses;
O case sturlies, of rnixed North/South groupg made up of DC students and post gra-
duates helped by JRC specialists and paid experts;g) conlerences and presentations on European Community activities;
h) visits to installations in the Community;
.xb
f3
i)
i)
language courses;
cultural antl leisure activities corresponding to the cultures of the students and post-
gracluates:
international thematic workshops and seminars.
Costs
The Institute needs to hire:
. services (lecturers, teaching material and audis-visual aids, social activities, etc.);
. work space (conference and course roomri, practical work rooms, library, etc.); ;
. living space (rooms, club house, restaurant).
The renting of rooms could co(ne up against the noravailability of zuitable buildings.
The solution envimged is,therefore the findine of a promoter who is prepared to finance
the construction of such buildings in return for a contractual guarantee that the Com-
mission will rent them for a period of 5 years (e.g.) corresponding to the Authorisation
of the Programme.
The Institute in its turn needs a guarantee from DG VIII and XVII of the number of
"European Fund for Development" and"'Energy Cooperation" students and post-
graduates who will attend the Institute during the renting period, ie. during the Pro-
gramme Authorisation.
The volume of activity envisaged and therefore the level of budgetary resources is in
the order of 1.5 Mio ECU per year.
k)
4.
a)
b)
c)
AI.{NEX g 1
tr{obility rnd needg of personnel
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ANNEX 8
MOBTLTTY AND NEEDS OF PERSONNEL
l. Nature and causes of the stated lack of staff
The naturre is both qualitative (the spectrurn of available cortrpetences develops more slowly
than do the pro$amrnes so that there is an excess in certain specialities and a lack in others),
antl quantitative (pom balance between resources allocated and programmes assigned, resulting
fronr incorrect practices both at the planning and decision taking level). '..
To an initiat quantitative imbalance (the Council rejected a request for 7O extra posts when
approving the 1980 - 1983 programme) have bedn added two aggravating circumstances: the
deterioration of general and zupport services - a result of the agBing and reduction of staff
during previrous plans - and an error in prediction for"Super-Sara, the relative importance of
which has effects on the whole management of the Ispra Establishment and even the whole of
the JRC.
ThemeasuresproposedforlgS2andlgS3ofthepresentprogtrammeandforthenextmulti-
annual 1984 - 1987 programme are intended to correct these imbalances
2. Supply and demand of mobility
The demand for mobility, renrlting from an analysis camied out in l98l and at the beginning
of 1982. as well as from the strategy proposed for 1982 to 1987, imposes a redistribution of
jobs involvine lA% of JRC staff and 15% of Ispra Establishment staff.
It is envisaged that 16l people will be recruited and that the jobs freed by 38 people in 1982
and 80 more in 1986 - 1987 will not be filled. The rejuvenating effect will therefore be qua-
druple<I (in terms of posts) by the net increase in staff (161 against 43). To this contribution
of additional statf will be added rejuvenation by natural renewal which, in this period, will in-
volve the reallocation of 400 to 500 people.
As regards the supply of mobility one can distinguish internal mobility, which concerns the
taking over of jobs by staff already present, from external mobility, which affects the filling of
posts freed by voluntary (or encouraged) departures or by exchange of staff with the other
Commission serviceg national research centres, industry" and universities.
After the significant diversification efforts which took place between 19'12 and 1982 and which
led to a growth from 0 b 4A% in the proportion of the total staff involved in non-nuclear re
search. internal mobility has reached its limits. It is stitl possible to move teams performing
, conventional activities (standard laboratory techniques) from one project to another. It is not,
however. realistic to expect internal forces alone to create in considerable quantities the new
higltly specialised skills (telematicq pattern recognition, statistics, etc.) required by the develop-
ment of the programmes
lt is also impossible because of age and health problems to reconstitute from existing staff
tearns for detached duty, intervention, radioprotectio;n, etc. An influx of young or highly spe
cialised staff is therefore necessary.
The supply of external mobility is at present gwernercl by the rate of departures in retirement
.*{ 7g
(knorvn and predictable) anrl departures for otlter reasons of health or convenience (which
carr only be predicted statistically).
Thcre are ustrally about 60 of these departures per year for the whole of the JRC.
Experience shows that three quarters of the posts thus freed are vital for the proper opera'
tion of the services (the staff who leave must be replaced !y othgrs in the same jobs) while
about'a quarter of posts may be recycled (the free posts may be allocated to another use).
On this basis. external mobility is found to be about 15 posts per year on average.
It is therefore insufficient to cope, in the time availabJe; with the planned redeploS'ments.
Other measures should be used, some to encourage and accelerate the departure of old staflf,
and sonre to encourage staff exchanges between the JRC and national centres; universities, or
industry.
3. lnstrunrents of mobility
'3.1 Research Statute
At present the statute of a JRC researcher is that of a temporary contract for a permanent post.
The Member States seem very reluctant to allow an incfease in permanent posts and the pro-
fessional unions to accept the principle of temporary posts tied to the duration of the pro-
granftnles. To the precarious nature of the job is added that of the JRC itself"
On the other hand, the temporary contract system, despite the financial aspect which the
Council thought advantageous, appears unattractive to the most important classes of research
workers. In fact, only the young seeking a first appointment and veterans close to retirem€nt
are interested in a five year contract with no guarantee of renewal. The result is that despite
the general tightness of the job market the number of able candidates is declining.
As a whole this new research statute does not have the planned effect of mobility and calls
for reconsideration.
3.2 Facilities for new arrivals : '
A second obstacle to mobility is the poor state of facilities for new arrivals. For the Ispra es-
tablishnrent, which represents twothirds of the total staff of the JRC, there is a real acconl-
modation problem, since the laws currently in force trave caused owners to prefer sale to r.lrl-i
tal. Practically it is no.longer possible to rent a viila or apartment at the official rates tv:r-iijn
a. wide radius of the JRC and the ihigh price of money discourages purchase on creclil.
It is thcrefore essential to set up an infrastnrcture for new arrivalq both. by extension of the
"Fontanone" (Club House) and by the construction by national organisations of ;'sninhle
property reserved for JRC staff, research students and long term visitorsl , together with the
conclusion of an agreement with the local hotels for the contractual reservation of a cerir-in
number of rooms.
t. For the same reason it would be a good chance to plan, with the coliaboration of the Province of Varege
and tlie Municipa-lities neighbouring the JRC, together with private rrr public investors, the consiruction
of an lnternational Conference and Congress Centre, to supply the growing needs of ffte JRC for a site
for colloquia, symposia" workstropq a<hibitions, cour$es and confErerlces.
4n
/
Tlc JilC's irltcrnal scepriir;n iaciiilles for prci'cs;ionai *ctivities;.ire aiso ico iveak. 'l-!ie scit:r:-
tilic iruili!;ngs iirs sr:xttered over a rvide a*ra, and no runabcuts are prc'viclcci sc tlrlit it i-q llOi
u;.tsy to coilcct lL'arns iogctittr lor tcmprlrary pr<lject'i o;r to lay iire fcunrliitio:ts f,cr intr:ritlticrtltl
v,,r:rkiii5: grr)rips ('nlET pirrjer:t. Furcpean Paitern Recognilion [nstitul"*. i;tojects associr':tc<]';rilit
renlil tc sertsittg, e[c. ).
-l'h,: 
solir1i53 11, vriticir lias b*e1 rindgr discirssion for ie,reral years *.rrt1 iras now bei:onie ttrgtrlt,
is to sel tii: ri rnilltilltryose "'tioilsii'" btiiiCirrg ded.icat*,1 to temporary groups trnd those irt
tirnsit to a perntanent Iocction.
3.-? fixclt,,;tgc of resaarth workers an.d. groups wiih national orgattisations
Tilc Colilniissio:r is currently holding riiscussisns rvith natioual nrinisters atrd rescarch organisu'
tjonrs to idcplity suitabie ivay's aneJ ftrrrd!ng to encouragc the O*1^gi11rlt:nt of groups eitller fron"i
the JR.C to lirese oi'ganisations or vice versa.
r\s a suggesrion. lroLrps of highly'qualilied specialists cotild be attached tc the JRC by niobiiiti'
coiliracis wrt[6r:i,prejudicc to iheil carcer in tireir home organisation.'Tliis fortnuia wott]d bt:
iclcai ibr rlie launching of cr:ninrunity projects, it rvould ou the other hand be ilifiicult to api:ly
io the Lrasic tasks iike tiiosc of tlre gcr,eral and wpporting scrvices.
T|L lornl,,iia corrrpletes thc "stimulation"l kit norv under shrrly by tl'le Comlnission-
Tire JRC wiil tlke accc,unt of ihis pcssibiiity'in its prcrposiil fur the i984 - l9E? progliilnn'\e lo
the cxrent rl.iat all or part of ti'ie pl;rrrned recnritments cc,ultl be e."changed for detacherJ statf'
Tlrc costs r1l tlese iletachrnclts r.vouli be covered by er coniract witli lhe "ioaniug" crganis;ti"ion,
coverir"rg staff anci tna.nagentent ccsts, and supple*ielit€,d by a gonffact with ihe indiviclual invr:lved
covering his travei, installation, expatriatiort and olher expense$.
Thc necessary crcdits rvould in pa:t come frorn the crr:clits initially alloqateci fcr recr".ritlncilts
(now c.tiose) anrl in part by an ad hoc budget entry covering the mobiiity costs mentione'J above'
On the oth*r hrnd, tire JRC has not taken accoui:t of ihis possibility in the triinsitiona!. measures
propcsed tor 1982 - tr983 because rightiy or wrongly it considers that such meqsttres which
are stili at the discussion stage, coiildinot play much ,pari in sitisfying tire staff reqnirements of
the JRC for the immediate iuture, at least as far as the budget is concerned.
3.4 Repartition af the posts reguested for 1982
a) Management staff| - AZ Head of the Super-Sara pioject and respbhsible of the l)epartment B
I - A3 Flead of Super-Sara project activities in the Department B| - A4 Administrative head cf the lnstitute for Developing Countries
bi Staff ior remote sensing activities
? - 46 and 2 - A7 (1 agronomist, I pedologist, I responsibie for apparatus assembly, I resport-
sible for measurernent campaigns, 1 rnathematician statistician)
5 - It3/85 I systernist,2 programmers, I physicist, I responsible for instrutnentaiion
l - C4lC2 Operator
coM (82) 322
Bg
*{
c) Staff for Super-Sara
I - A7 Mechanical engineer
4 
- 
RS/Ra
i -Zrifti Health PhYsics, team
3 - Bs/83
5 - C4lC2 Meteorolory and site monitoring team| . c4lc2
Staff of the Institute for Developing Countries
I - ,46 Stage organisation
I - A7 Stage organisation
I - 82 Administrative secretariat
2 - B:41BS Responsible for labqatuy work
l - C4lC2. Factotum
Repartitlon of the posts requested for 198i
Staff for the activity Support to CBR
I - 46 S/T Chemist for preparation and characterization of reference materials
I - B3 SIT Chemical technician
I - 84 S/T Chemical technician
Staff for the activities in favour o[ Developing Countries
2 - A4 SIT Heads of 2 scientific sections (Remote Sensing, Energy Supply)
I - A5 S/T Trainer-researcher (in the 2 scientific sections)
I - A6 S/T Trainer-researiher (in the 2 scientific sections)
I - Bl SIT Responsible for the labmatory wo'rk
I - 83 S/T Responsible for the laboratory work
d)
3.5
a)
b)
r-c3
l-c4
Secretariat
Secretariat
c) Staff for Fusion activities
I - A5 S/T Electromechanical engineer
I - 4,6 S/T Neufionic engineer
I - A6 S/T Engineer with competences in safity analysis of nuclear installations
I - A7 S/T Electromechanical engineer
I - A7 S/T Engineer with competences on the calculation methods for fluodyndmics
and heat removal
Staff for the Reactor Safety activities (LOBI, PAHR, Risk A.nalysis)
I - A6 S/T Nuclear engineer (Risk Analysis) .,
I - A7 SIT Nuclear engineer (Risk Analysis)
2 - 4.6 S/T Thermohydraulic engineers (LOBI)
I - A? S/T Thermohydraulic engineer (LOBI)
I r A4 S/T High temperature technology engineer (PAI-R)
t - A7 SIT Analyst (PAHR)
d)
€) Staff lor Reactor Safety activifies (Super'Sara)
I - ,{4 S/T Thermomechanics and thermohyd:raulics
I - A4 S/T Data eontrol and acquisition
I - A5 S/T Circuit engineering
I - A5 S/T Safety analysis and qtiality control
3 - A6 S/T Thermomechanics, thermohydraulics and analysis of the strucfures
I - A6 SiT Radiochemical engineer
I - A7 S/T' Mechanical engineer for ADECO (Atelier de D6mantdlernent des Combus
tibles)
Metallurgist (medium activity laboratory)
fi:ll'lfH,'.T*'
Mechanical technician
Electrical technician
rrogrammet 
,
Electricallelec tronic technician
M echa n icians, eiec trict" 
"O 
rr 
"ljr llec tronic ians, rnstrum en talists
,ti
.A,dministrative secretary at the transport service ,
Administrative secretary for the tlealth Physics servicc
t-A7S/T
I-A7S/T
l-82S/T
l-82S/T
l-B?s/T
l-83S/T
1-83S/T
3. 84 SiT
s-85S/T
2-C3S/T
2-C4SIT
1-C3
l-c4
8t
:s
3.6 Staff requested for 1983
Category and
grade
Scientific and
technicall
Administrativez TOTAL
AI
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
D
L
I
f
9s
3l
153
2@
94
40
I
7
t2
15
a.
I
10
38
165
224
96
40
Total 5t7 37 574
B1
82
B3
M
B5
109
206
179
t59
43.
26
316
276
2A7
107
13s
237
206
179
53
Total ll4695 810
386
388
87
16
cl
e
c3
c4
c5
r24
122
4t
1l
252
266
46
5
Total 379 298 877
49
4
30
3
19
I
DI
D2
D3
D4
533320Total
GRAND TOTAL 18323 2314
l. AII statT employed in scientific or technical departments and irerforming either scientific, technical or
general work (including managerial stafQ are considered as 
-occupying scientific or technical posts.2, Ttre following are considered in prinbiple as occupying admiriistrative posts:. all staff assigned to admi
. 
pistrative, financial and supply departments of the establi*rments; all secretaries, whatever the de.
partrnent to which they have been assigrred; and the srnall number of staff assigned to scientific and
technbal departments who are rnade available to the supply departments of the establishment.
3. Of the staff covered by the budget, the following may be included, as shown, under either of the heads
" sc ie n ti fic/ tech nica l" or " adm inistra tive" :
. 
a) category B staff in scientific/technical posts A5lA8 and administrative posts N lne provided for
in the budget, up to 5% of these posts;
b) cat€gory C staff in B posts provided for in the budget,:up to 5% of these posts;
c) category D staff in C posts provided for in the budget, up to 5% of these posts.
4. Official under the provision of Article 93 sf the Staff Regulations.
5. Including one Al at persond title.
6. Irrcluding ssven posts of secretarial assistant.
7. Including eight posts of senior scretsrial assistant.
1f.z}
